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Giftology

27th year in the gifts business; a legacy of reliability, quality & service.

2) TOP BRAND NAMES

3) UNIQUE DESIGNS
More than 85% of the products are unique with us.

4) HIGH QUALITY

Recall value of gifts are much higher!.

Most of the products in this catalogue are from world-renowned quality brands; Give Gifts that are useful,
 add Value, uplift your Company Image & became your Brand Vehicles.

Your clients will use the gifts for a long time; this builds a bond of trust between the client & your company.

5) TASTE
We understand the local preferences & our range covers the region's choices.

Why Give Gifts?

1) LEGACY

Real Functional Quality Gifts

Why choose from this catalog?

Gifts are a genuine advertising medium targeting specifically the receiver and the advertising stays with the receiver. 
 Other mediums such as T.V., radio, print media, etc. target across a wide spectrum of (mainly unrelated) audience

  and the message does not stay, unless repeated constantly.

It is important to remember an advertisement giveaway is meant to serve a different purpose than a gratitude  

gift. The branding is done accordingly.  



Polo-shirts, T-shirts, Caps, Executive-wear shirts, Uniforms, Workwear, Sweaters, Hoodies, Jackets, Neck Ties
& Sets - Covering the brands  PGA Tour, Slazenger, Lamborghini, Giordano, Santhome, Hans Larsen

IT, MultiMedia & Mobile Gadgets, Power Banks, Speakers,Selfie Accessories, Solar Chargers, Activity Trackers, 
Head Phones, Technology Gift Sets, USB Flash Memory Drives - Covering the brands Philips, XDDESIGN, IDAPT, @memorii 

Travel Accessories incl. Travel Adapters, Neck Pillows, TSA Locks, Weight Scales, Travel Wallets, Garment 
Bags - Covering the brands XDDESIGN, Lamborghini, Santhome, Balmain, Swiss Peak, Luggage - Mate

Note Books, Note Pads, Folders (Portfolios), Organizers, Diaries, Stationeries - Covering the brands Moleskine,
Balmain, Santhome, eco-neutral, XDDESIGN, Hans Larsen 

Promo Clips Made in Holland Page: 177

Page: 92 - 113

Page:  50 - 63
           156-157

Page: 199-231

Page: 114-126

Page: 127-150

Page: 151-154

Page: 178-180

Page: 158-173

Page: 194-195

Page: 196-198

Page: 190-193

Page: 155 

Page: 185-187

Page: 182-183

Page: 188-189

Page: 184

Page: 181

Page: 174-175

Page: 176

Page: 156-157

Writing Instruments & Pens, including Sterling Silver Pens & Biodegradable Pens  - Covering the brands Otto Hutt
Germany,  UMA Pens from Germany, XDDESIGN, eco-neutral, Balmain, Lamborghini, Santhome, Platignum U.K.
 

Water Bottles, Mugs, Cups, Infusers, Drinkware, Miscellaneous Kitchenware, Italian Hand Made Glassware
- Covering the brands Hans Larsen, XDDESIGN, Santhome, Tacx Bio - Bottles Made in Holland, Slazenger 

Eco-friendly Bags - Non-woven, Cotton, Jute, RPET Bags - Covering the brands eco-neutral, XDDESIGN Page: 199-206

All kinds of Bags  incl. Laptop Bags, Briefcases, Backpacks, Messenger Bags, Shopping Bags Trolley Bags, Cooler
Bags, Sports Bags, Travel Bags, Documents  Bags - Covering the brands XDDESIGN, Santhome, Slazenger, 
eco-neutral

Gift Sets - Exclusive, High Class, Real Leather & Budget - Covering the brands Balmain, Lamborghini, Santhome, 
Swiss Highlander

Leather Gifts incl. Men’s Wallets & Accessories incl. Santhome, eco-neutral leather articles & RFID - NFC  Card
Protection Wallets

Ladies Gifts - incl. the brands Balmain, Santhome, XDDESIGN

Sporting Goods Incl. Sports Balls, Golf Accessories - Covering the brands PGA Tour, Santhome

 Quality Desktops, Desk Accessories , Desk Sets, Photo Frames, Awards, Wall Clocks, incl. Silver plated articles -
 Covering the brand Lamborghini 

Calculators & budget desktops

Coasters

Santhome - Made in Italy Hand Made Glassware

Keyrings & Keyholders

Business Card Holders

Torches, Safety & Multi -utility Tools- Covering the brand XDDESIGN

Time Pieces / Watches - Covering the brands @memorii, Lamborghini, Slazenger

Sunshades, Automobiles Accessories incl. brand XDDESIGN, @memorii

Miscellaneous Ready Stock Articles - Covering the brand XDDESIGN 

Stress relievers, Stress balls, Stress cubes

Lanyards

Wellness, Health, Outdoors

Page: 232-242

Page: 278Symbols & Meanings

Page: 275-277Glossary

Direct from UAE Own Factory - Customised bags, Stitched PU & Leather Goods , Hospitality Folders, etc.
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Page: 243 - 274

Page:   5 - 42

Page: 43 - 49

Page: 64 - 91
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Myth: Dont charge your phone unless it
            is almost dead.

Myth:  Leaving your phone plugged in 
            destroys the battery

Myth: Bigger battery capacity will
           mean better battery life

Fact:   Modern smartphones run on
           lithium-ion batteries, which are
           smart enough to stop charging
           when they’ve reached capacity.

Fact:  More cores dont’ automatically
          mean better performance, since
           there are other factors that come into
           play, such as processor architecture,
          multithreading support for apps etc.
          For instance, a high-end quad-core
          Qualcomm smartphone almost
          always performs better than an
           octa-core Mediatek smartphone at
          the high end.

Fact:   It’s not harmful to plug your phone
           in before the battery is drained-
           in fact, it may be better for your
           battery.



06 Philips Power Bank

 

RECHARGE
multiple times on the go!

Output:   5V, 2.1A
Capacity:  4000 mAh 

   
  

ITPHI 601
Have power wherever and whenever you need it. The battery pack gives you the extra power for multiple 
recharging. 2 USB ports allow you to charge 2 devices at the same time. Ultra fast charge with 2.1A.

Dual USB ChargingIndicates Remaining Power

4000 mAh

Fast Charging

SIZE: 44.5 x 95 x 23.2 mm 
IMPRINT: 20 x 40 mm  



07Power Bank

ITXD 504 Grey

ITXD 505 Blue
ITXD 506 Green

XDDESIGN     Dobble is a two way, triangular shaped charger power bank with an ABS body and covered with a 
microfiber mat. Dobble avoids running out of power by combining charging cables and a powerful 3000mAh 
Samsung battery in one. Daily use the cable to charge your phone and once full it will automatically charge the 

3:00am your Dobble is getting power Midnight: Phone is charging  

23:00pm time to charge your empty phone

1:00am mobile phone fully charged
1:00 am: Dobble starts charging
 automatically 

5:00am 11:00pm

12:00am

1:00am1:00am

3:00am

3000 mAh

Samsung Battery
Integrated Connectors

® 

5:00 am start you day with a fully
charged mobile & a fully charged 
dobble power bank

internal battery. So you ‘ll  always have that extra power boost on you.  Output 5V/0,6A, input 5V/1A. 
Registered design®  

Between 11pm & 5am your mobile phone & your  dobble power bank
 both are fully charged to deliverexcellence all day long

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video



08 Solar Chargers

XDDESIGN     Charge your smartphone with solar energy! At home, In the car, or boat. Fix the solar charger firmly on to 
the glass using the suction cap and charging can begin. 2500mAh battery.Registered design®

2500 mAh

1000 mAh

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Orange

Lime

Pink

Blue

Grey

® 
ITXD 502

 
XDDESIGN    Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB port. Due to the integrated suction pad it can be 
attached to any window, at home, in the car or on the plane. You are backed up by an internal 1000 

® 

mAh rechargeable lithium battery which carries your stored sun-power wherever you go. Registered design® 

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

UD 774



UD 788

UD 794

09Solar Power Banks

XDDESIGN® Window solar charger can be used to charge your mobile phone or MP3 player in the car,
office or at home with the integrated 1400mAh rechargeable lithium battery.  Because the charger can stick 
to a window it always faces the sun. This makes the solar charging process even more efficient.  The charger has an 
USB output and mini-USB input. Including a mini USB cable. Registered design®

1400 mAh

550 mAh

XDDESIGN® Nab solar charger: You need to take one more photo, send one more email, or make one 
more call but your battery has just died! The Nab solar battery with integrated plug will help you out. It 
has the 4 most common plugs, iPhone 4 and 5, Micro USB and Mini USB connectors and 1 small 
charger to do it all. With the silicone sleeve it's easy to hang and catch the sun. Registered design® 

Window Connect

Charging

Integrated Connectors

Hang it

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly



UD 775 

A bunch of flowers is always a good gesture, one 
that  is  highly  appreciated,   and   Sunshine 
especially!   Sunshine   prefers  a well  lit  spot
in   the  center  of   any   home   or   office. 
Requires  no  watering,  but  is  fond  of  recharging 
mobile phones !   

Antoine
France

Designed by :

2600 mAh

A bunch of flowers is always a good gesture, one

10 IT

XDDESIGN® Sunshine is the bunch of flowers  that fits every desk or household. Due to its unique  Resound®
material combination and the 5 integrated solar panels, it is a very sustainable gift. The 2600mAh  rechargeable
lithium battery will make sure you can store all that energy  and pass it through to your mobile device 
whether it’s a phone or a tablet. Including a Micro USB cable. Registered design®.

Tablet Charging Phone Charging

Integrated connectors

Charge by induction

3000 mAh

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Eco Friendly

ITXD 515

XDDESIGN    Charge In the most modern way, cordless via induction. This way you will always have extra power when 
you leave home. Handy for your smartphone or your tablet. And very compact with a clever space for  

® 

various connectors, so just stick it in your pocket.Registered design®



UD 786

11Solar Power Bank

20%

33%

4000 

Global energy demand will 
grow up to 33% from 2015 to 
2035.

Global energy-related carbon 
dioxide emissions could rise 
20% by 2035.

XDDESIGN® Ginkgo solar tree has an integrated 4000mAh 
rechargeable lithium battery to store your clean energy and
the capacity is displayed on small LED's. It is made of eco 
friendly materials, reSound™ and bamboo. The USB output 
allows you to charge any phone, tablet or any other mobile
device. Registered design®

Source: www.sustainableenergyforall.org

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

UN secretary-general Ban 
Ki-Moon has called to 
governments, businesses and 
civil society to double the 
share of renewable energy in 
the global energy mix by 2030.

4000 mAh

Eco Friendly



UD 806

12 SOLAR POWER BANKS

1300 mAh

XDDESIGN® Wallet will hold your mobile phone while it charges it with the 1300mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery. Mini USB input and USB output are located on the base for an

 easy connection. Including mini USB cable. Registered design®

2500 mAh

UD 787
XDDESIGN® Sunflower brings solar energy to your desk with a smile! The 2500mAh rechargeable 
lithium battery inside is powerful enough to easily charge your mobile phone  or  MP3  player. The  
solar  charger  has  an  USB output and mini-USB input. Including mini USB cable. 
Registered design®

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly



ITPB 401

ITPB 403

13@memorii 
Power Banks

2000 mAh

3000 mAh

@memorii 2000 mAh Solar powerbank with torch that has a brightness of 1500MCD. The metal exoskeleton provides an
elegant look and ample space for branding. A set of 5 LED lights indicates the available power. Input 5V/1A and Output 5V/0.8A  

Avaialable capacity check

Output charging

Input charging

Input charging

Output charging

Avaialable capacity check

@memorii Ultraslim 3000 mAh powerbank with high quality thin Lithium-Polymer battery. ABS body. A metal plate 
covering the front provides an excellent branding space. Consists of integrated Micro USB and Lightening connectors. 
A set of 4 LED lights indicate the available power. Output: 5V/1A 

- Silver/Black

ITPB 404 - Black/Black

Solar Power Bank + Torch



14 Multipurpose
 Power Banks

4000 mAh

2000 mAh

ITPB 408

Selfie Remote

Torch

3 in 1 device consisting of a 4000 mAh powerbank, a selfie shutter to take remote pictures of you and your friends, 
and a torch. Compatible with iOS and android devices. Input 5V/1A Output 5V/1A.  

Selfie Remote

Torch

 3 in 1 device consisting of a 2000 mAh powerbank, a selfie shutter to take remote pictures of you and your friends,
 and a torch. Compatible with iOS and android devices. Input 5V/1A Output 5V/1A. 

ITPB 407

2000 mAh

ITPB 409 - royal Blue 
ITPB 410 - red 
ITPB 411 - aqua blue

2000 mAh portable ABS powerbank with Output 5V/1A. Includes a string handle and is packaged in a white carton box. 
Sliding front coloured clip houses ports and can be attached to the pocket; ideal space for branding. 

ITPB 412 - green
ITPB 413 - black 

Power Bank + Selfie Shutter + Torch

Power Bank + Selfie Shutter + Torch



15@memorii
Power Banks

8000 mAh

Mobile Charging Tablet Charging

@memorii  M o b i l e  a n d  T a b l e t  c h a r g e r  w i t h  a n  i m p r e s s i v e  8 0 0 0  m A h   c a p a c i t y  t o  m a k e  s u r e
you never lose power. The metal exoskeleton provides an elegant look and ample space for branding.
Effective indicator to show the available power. Output: 5V/2A Input: 5V/2 A. 

ITPB 406

 

@memorii 2200 mAh powerbank in ABS casing with UV coating including laser pointer.Output 5V/1A, input 5V/800mAh.
ITPB 420

Input Charging

Output Charging

2200 mAh

Power Bank + Laser Pointer



UD 801

UD 803

16 @memorii 
Power Banks

2200 mAh

2000 mAh

@memorii  Compact 2200 mAh lithium battery stored in 
a lightweight aluminium case. The USB output with 
5V/1A allows you to use it on any mobile.

@memorii Ultra-Thin 2000 mAh power bank with a 5V/1A
output which can be stored in your wallet. A set of 4 LED 
lights indicate the available power. 

@memorii 2200 mAh powerbank with high quality lithium battery stored in an aluminium case. Consists of a built in micro 
USB cable and a torch with 35-40 LM brightness. Output 5V/1A and Input 5V/0.8A

Gun Metal / Black

Silver / Black

2200 mAh

UD 804

Power Bank + Torch



6000 mAh

Power BankEmergency Light

Outdoor TorchCamping Light

ITPB 402

 

@memorii 4 in 1 outdoor powerbank with a built-in 6000 mAh lithium battery to charge your mobile devices, outdoor 
torch, emergency light and camping torch. Output 5V/2A, input 5V/1,5A.

17
@memorii 

Multifunctional Chargers /
Power Banks

2200 mAh

ITPB 405
@memorii  6 in 1 Multifunctional car charger consisting of a car charger,  2200 mAh power bank, safety hammer,
seat belt cutter, torch and emergency warning light. All the accessories required in emergency use are available in
this compact device. Car charger input 12V~24V USB input 5V/1A USB Output 5V/1A 

Car Charger Safety Hammer

Seat Belt Cutter Mobile Charger

Torch Light Emergency Light



UD 773

UD 826

UD 748

18 Universal
Power Banks

1400 mAh

2200 mAh

Power Bank Car Charger

Portable Power Bank - Power storage device that comes with 4 adaptors ( Apple products, micro USB, mini USB 
and female USB). Charges your devices on the go and is portable for travel use.

White

Black 

4 in 1 device consisting of a 1400 mAh power bank, a car charger, a white light torch and a rapid flashing red 
emergency light. Magnet located at the base ensures that the device can stick to metal surfaces or vehicles to
signal in case of emergencies.  

2200 mAh portable ABS powerbank with Output 5V/1A. Includes split metal keyring and is packaged in a white carton box. 

Input Charging Output Charging

3100 mAh

White / Silver

Black / Silver

Torch

Power Bank + Car Charger + Torch + Emergency Light



UD 781

19 High Quality 
 Power Banks

9000 mAh

5000 mAh

UD 783 

Ultra-Thin 1500 mAh power bank with a 5V/1A output which can be stored in your wallet. a set of 4 LED lights
indicate the available power.

Input USB Charging

@memorii Ultraslim 5000 mAh powerbank with high quality Lithium Polymer Battery, packed in a very
elegant white   two-piece box. The metal exoskeleton provides an elegant look and ample space for branding.
Consists of Dual USB output  and a set of 5 LED lights indicate the available power. Output 1: 5V/2A, 
Output 2: 5V/1A Input: 5V/1.5 A

@memorii  Mobile and Tablet charger with an impressive 9000 mAh capacity to make sure you never
run out of power. The metal exoskeleton provides an elegant look and ample space for branding. 
Consists of Dual USB output and a set of 5 LED lights indicate the available power. Output 1: 5V/2A,
Output 2: 5V/1A Input: 5V/1.5 A

UD 802

Output Charging

Fits in your wallet

1500 mAh

Output 2: 5V/1A Inpu

Fits in your wallet

Silver / Black

Gold / Brown

Silver 

Gun Metal

Black

3 in 1 Mobile Charging
Cable Included

3 in 1 Mobile Charging
Cable Included

Mobile Charging

Tablet Charging

9000 mAh



Technology Watch

Bluetooth version: 4.0
Material: Leather Strap
Functions: Call reminder, Messages and  e-mail 
notification; alarm and anti-lost feature

ITAMI 102
Bluetooth Remote Control Self-Timer
Calorie monitoring and Sport pedometer.
Long standby time over 6 months~1 year.
3ATM waterproof integrated style

Fisheye Lens
Angle of View : 170 - 180
Structure : 3 Elements
Diameter : 25mm
Magnification : 0.33x

Macro Lens
Structure : 1 Elements
Diameter : 20mm
Magnification : 10x

Wide Angle Lens
Angle of View : 130
Structure : 2 Elements
Diameter : 20mm
Magnification : 0.67x

ITPOL 101

3 in 1 Smartphone Lens3 i

20 Outdoors Lifestyle



Distance StepsTime

Sedentary Reminder

Calculates the distance

you walk everyday

Without button,easy to control

Gesture control

Remote Camera Control

Sleep monitor
Monitor your deep/

light sleep

Records the number of

steps taken everyday

Sleep clock
Reminds you to go 

to bed

Wakeup clock
Wake you up with 

vibration

Reminds you to move if 

you sit for a long time

Call Notification
Shows the caller/sender ID 

when your Phone receives a call

SMS visualize
Shows contacts and the content

of SMS of your Smart Phone

Displays Date and Time

Calories
Displays  Calories Burned.

Keep a track of your fitness!

Application notification

Recharging Battery

Shows content of Facebook,

Twitter, etc

Easy USB charge

High performance battery

which lasts up to 5 7 days

 Smart Activity Tracker

Find your phone
Cannot find your phone?Don’t worry!

Smart Activity Tracker will help you.

Just tap tap, your phone will ring!

Smart Activity Tracker can control

the camera of your Smart Phone.

Take picture by yourself!

Wear this Smart Activity
Tracker when you swim.
You Will never lose any

important call!

IP67 Depth 
Water proof!

   WNAT 104 WNAT 103

21Technology For 
Health and Wellness



22  Headphones
 & Earphones

@memorii Powerful and light-weight, on-ear bluetooth headset that can be connected simultaneously to two devices. The 
soft cushions allow you to wear the headphone for a long time and the integrated control makes it easy to change 
your music or adjust the volume. The integrated microphone gives you the possibility to even use it for making calls. 
Impressive playtime of 15 hrs. 

ITXD 516

Integrated Control

IT

ITBH 101

Myth: Automatic brightness, live wallpapers,
           Bluetooth kill battery life

Fact: The actual change in battery life if you
           turn these features off is just 2% as per
           various tests.

®XDDESIGN  It doesn’t just look good but it sounds good as well. With flat cable, built-in microphone and a
rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our sound range. Registered design®  

Packaging
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ED 465 

55555555523Speakers 

2X3W compact Bluetooth v3.0 speaker with a  built in super bass enhancer module to take your music experience
to another level. Rubber pads at the bottom of the item ensure the best sound quality. A built-in microphone allows
for wireless pickup of calls. The speaker is compatible with the newest NFC technology. Impressive platime of 10 hrs.

2.5w+ 2.5w amplified Hi-Fi speaker with a desktop design, for smartphones and computers. When connected, 
the bulbs light up which adds life to experience!

2x3 Watts

2.5 + 2.5 W

ED 445

White

Black

ITSP 101
@memorii  Multifunctional device consisting of a 3W mini bluetooth speaker and a selfie shutter to take remote
pictures of you and your friends. An inbuilt microphone allows hands free calling. Packed in an acrylic box. Music 
playtime  is 2-3 hours. Champagne gold color. Handy and practical. 

Selfie Remote

Connect to your mobile

Speaker + Selfie Remote
3 Watts

e Remote



24 Speakers

3500 mAh

2 Watts
Phone Stand

® 

h

Power Bank

XDDESIGN    Take it everywhere and put it down wherever you want. Press play and the room is filled with music 
by a powerful 5W speaker! With rPET travel bag. The Oova is part of our sound range. Registered design®

ITXD 517

5 Watts

ITXD 503
® XDDESIGN    2W speaker that also supports your phone while watching a movie or listening to some music. It’s 

powered by a 3500mAh lithium battery with an output of 1A that can be used to charge your mobile device 
simultaneously.

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Eco Friendly

Speaker + Power Bank + Phone Stand



 

5555555555525 Multifunctional 
Lifestyle gadgets

3 Watts

400 ml

@memorii 2 in 1 water bottle speaker. Perfect combination of a 400 ml Tritan water bottle and a 3W bluetooth
speaker. Bluetooth version AX 3.0 and the product is IPX 4 Water resistant.  Modes of playing: Bluetooth mode
and TF card mode. Compatible with android and iOS devices.

@memorii Unique selfie stick with built in 650 mAh powerbank and integrated connectors for charging. 
Want to take a few extra photos but running out of power? This product will provide the much needed juice 
for your mobile to allow you to capture those extra moments! 

ITSP 102 - black

ITSP 103 - blue 

ITPB 414 - gun metal ITPB 416 - black

ITPB 415 - white

650 mAh

 Selfie Stick + Power Bank

Speaker + Bottle

White Black Gun metal

Power Bank 



26 Multifunctional USB’s

ITXD 507
® 

8 GB

USB

Stylus

XDDESIGN    Nino is a solid metal 2.0 memory flash drive with 8GB capacity to store all your important files. 
The integrated clip makes the touch pen convenient from any side. Sunken clip gives this accessory a very 

Laser Pointer

USB

ITXD 508

XDDESIGN     It is on one hand, a laser pointer for use during presentations and on other hand, a handy 8 GB USB 
stick in metal. With a clip that allows you to carry it with you everywhere.Registered design®

® 

8 GB

XDDESIGN It is on one han®

modern look.Registered design®

USB + Stylus

USB + Laser Pointer

ty oto store all your important fi
en ipcl gives this accessory a v
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ITXD 518 - blue
ITXD 519 - Black

ITPB 417 - Gun metal
ITPB 418 - Black
ITPB 419 - White

Stylus

USB

Pen

Laser Pointer 

® XDDESIGN   Point|03 is an APP controlled laser pointer & 
presenter giving you full control over your presentation. The 
pens clip has an integrated USB2.0 flash drive to store and 
transfer your work. A removable laser pointer, which once 
connected to your mobile phone and the APP makes giving a 
presentation as easy and convenient as it ever can be. At the 
same time the slim metal pen or stylus can be used to make 
your notes during the meeting.  Registered design® 

Multi-functional
Technology Pens

4 GB

650 mAh

Power Bank Stylus 

@memorii  Unique brass pen with chrome plated brass trims and 
integrated 650 mAh powerbank, ballpoint and stylus tip. Use the 
cleverly designed powerbank to recharge your mobile phone.
Including integrated lightning plug adapter for Iphone 5/6

650 Ah

er



8 GB

USB

Pen

Stylus

® 
ITXD 501

XDDESIGN     You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet with the special touch screen pen. It 
also includes a normal pen and a 8GB USB flash drive. This solid metal pen has a modern sunken clip design.

USB

STYLUS

Pen

SP 306
® XDDESIGN    Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch 

can be made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch pen on your phone or tablet. On top of 
that all your data can be stored on the 8Gb USB stick. Registered design®

8 GB

28 Multifunctional USB Pens

USB + Stylus+ Pen

USB + Stylus+ Pen

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video



UD 816  
USB with Stylus

UD 817

RedRe Royal Blue Maroonyal WhiteWhiteBlackBl

UD 815 
 

29USB Flash Drives

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

UD 752

Gold Bar Model USB Flash Drive
UD 767

BUSB 102

Packaging  

A sleek handy model

Royal Blue

Royal Blue

Red

Red White

Black

Black

Maroonaroo

PU Leather/ Metal  USB Flash Drive  



BUSB 102

Green Black Red Yellow 

Golden Yellow 

All Black 

UD 706

The Classic Budget USB Flash Drive

Orange 

Light Blue Pink White Blue Maroon 

30 USB Flash Drives

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Silver Maroon Silver Kuwait Blue Silver Red Silver Royal Blue 

Full Black Black Red Black Kuwait Blue 

White White

Silver Black 

UD 751

 A twister with a difference, unique flat and sharp design gives the USB a modern and trendy appearance

Packaging

Packaging

--

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

BUSB 101



BUSB 103: For all USB’s except UD 825 & UD 823
BUSB 102: For UD 825 & UD 823  
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UD 758
Leather/Metal USB Flash Drive  

 

UD 715 

Leather/Metal USB Flash Drive 

 

 Leather/Metal USB Flsh Drive 
UD 766

Leather/Metal USB Flash Drive
UD 825 UD 823

UD 745
Leather/Metal USB Flash Drive

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

UD 762

USB Flash Drives

@memorii Sliding USB chip with a useful key chain 
and excellent logo space

@memorii Italian design and German precision
engineering have come together to produce this 
unique designer model; a high end USB Flash Drive

UD 760

Packaging



Wrist strap-on /snap-on USB flash drive
UD 765

32 USB Flash Drives

Metal USB Flash Drive
with Keyring

UD 728UD 757
Metal USB Flash Drive 
with key ring

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

 
Plastic USB Flash Drive comes with
a string- can be hung on the neck 

UD 756 UD 755 
Crystal USB Flash Drive 

BUSB 102: For all USB’s except UD 728
BUSB 103: For UD 728

Packaging

UD 818UD 723
Metal USB Flash Drive
 with key ring



UD 822

 USB Pen ( Black/Silver) 

 

Red

Blue

 Black

Plastic Ball Pen with  USB Flash Drive USB Flash Drive with laser pointer
UD 768

Wrist band USB Flash Drive
UD 764

UD 822

UD 702

33USB Flash Drives 

UD 820 
 Metal Body 

UD 819 
Metal Body 

UD 740
Plastic Credit Card Shape
        USB Flash Drive

BUSB 104

UD 759

Key Shape USB Flash Drive
UD 753

BUSB 105 BUSB 101

BlueB

BUSB 104

Key S

Wireless USB Drive Mouse, Receiver with
USB Drive Function, USB Drive part with
2GB/ 4GB in Deluxe Gift Box

Available
in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

GB memory 
capacity

Packaging

Packaging Packaging



 

DT 610 
XDDESIGN® Chef is the tablet stand for all modern and creative chefs. The sturdy touch pen makes it
easy  to  use  your  tablet  under  steamy  kitchen  circumstances without leaving any traces of food 
on your tablet. Registered design®   

34 Phone & Tablet Accessories

XDDESIGN® Eddy is your Flexible Phone Friend in all circumstances, Flexible fingers  to hold the phone in 
every angle  and complete comfort Registered design®  

UD 779

Pink

Blue

Black

Antoine
France

Designed by :

Tablet Stand

Touch Screen PenTouch Screen Pen



35Phone & Tablet
Accessories

ITXD 511 - white         ITXD 512 - black

ITXD 513 - pink    ITXD 514 - blue   

Screen Cleaner

Micro USB & Lighting Connector

XDDESIGN   Forgot to charge your mobile phone or tablet? You always have this one with you. With USB, micro USB 
and Lightning connector. An extendible cable in a very compact case that you can also use as a stand for 

® 

XDDESIGN   In our current fast growing mobile world we want compact convenience. The Jam audio multitool 
delivers both needs with a smartphone/iPod stand, headphone jack splitter, screen cleaner and cable wrap. All of 
these items are combined in this small, yet durable, audio tool to enhance your daily life. Registered design®

MT 369   
® 

your telephone or tablet. Registered design®

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

ITXD 511 - white          ITXD 512

ITXD 513 i k ITXD 514

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Screen Cleaner

Headphone jack splitter

Phone Stand

Phone Stand +  Screen Cleaner + Charging Cable

Phone Stand + Headphone Jack
 Splitter + Screen Cleaner

Phone Stand



9-10”

7-8”

Option of two sizes

36 Phone & Tablet Accessories

9-10” 7-8”

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

FO 3326FO 3325

XDDESIGN®  Axis portfolio is made with recycled RPET
material and has an integrated universal tablet holder, 
notepad and storage pockets. Organization has never
been easier. This unique and patented system makes it
possible to fit most 7-8" tablets. Registered design®

XDDESIGN® Axis portfolio is made with recycled RPET 
material and has an integrated universal tablet holder, 
notepad and storage  pockets. Makes for easy 
Organizing. This unique and patented system makes it 
possible to fit most 9-10" tablets.  Registered design®



37Phone & Tablet  Accessories

9-10”

GENUINE LEATHER

UI 1281
XDDESIGN®  Komo Universal Portfolio is a stylish genuine leather portfolio with outer pockets and an
integrated universal tablet holder that can be easily propped for presentations. The unique and patented 
system makes it possible to fit in most 9-10" tablets. Registered design®

tf lio with outer pockets and a
d tente

UI 1282

7-8”

XDDESIGN® Komo Universal Portfolio is a stylish genuine leather portfolio with outer pockets and an
integrated universal tablet holder that can be easily propped for presentations. The unique and
patented system makes it possible  to fit in most 7-8" tablets. Registered design®

GENUINE LEATHER



UD 811

PU Leather Ipad Case ( Pen is not included ) 

UD 708

38  Phone & Laptop
 Accessories

Flex is a multi angled phone stand that is designed to hold any phone at the perfect angle in either the
 landscape or portrait orientation. Super strong sticky gel pad ensures that your phone is secure!

Aroma Dispenser gives out a pleasant fragrance when
plugged into a computer USB port, while keeping your 
brand or business in customers' minds

UI 1264

UD 735
Expandable, USB powered laptop cooling fan that
pushes a constant stream of cool air through your
system, ensuring that it remains as cool as possible.  

Usb Aroma Dispenser Laptop Stand With Cooling Mechanism



39Phone & Tablet
Accessories

Wide Angle Effect

Fisheye EffectMacro Effect Fisheye Effect

ITML 101

UD 795
XDDESIGN® Quatro brings the 4 most common plugs into just one cable: Apple Lightning, Apple Dock,
Micro USB and Mini USB. Now you can have them all together on a handy keychain so you'll never be 
without the right connector. Registered design®

Pink Grey

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Take the camera on your mobile device to the next level with this 3 pcs mobile device lens set. The 
set includes a fish eye, macro and wide angle lens. Each of them can easily be attached to your 
mobile device. Including black string pouch to take the lenses wherever you go.  



 

54

ED 448AED 448

Two options available

54545 40 IDAPT SPAIN
Desktop Chargers

ED 447
IDAPT i2P is an innovative charging solution that eliminates cable clutter. IDAPT’s patented interchangeable
tip system allows you to safely charge almost any combination of portable devices quickly and easily. 
It is compatible with more than 5,000 electronic devices and combines style with simplified charging, perfect 
for everyone’s mobile lifestyle

IDAPT i3P is an innovative charging solution that eliminates cable clutter. IDAPT’s patented interchangeable
tip system allows you to safely charge almost any combination of portable devices quickly and easily. 
It is compatible with more than 5,000 electronic devices and combines style with simplified charging, perfect 
for everyone’s mobile lifestyle

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Comes with above 3 pin / tip system

Comes with above 4 pin / tip system Comes with above 5 pin / tip system



ITXD 510

ITXD 509

® XDDESIGN    Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. Your tablet, of course.  And your other things 
because this handy portfolio contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the most compact
form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).Registered design®

® XDDESIGN    Open the Seattle and you will see that an entire office fits in. Your tablet, of course.  And your other things 
because this handy portfolio contains compartments and files for everything you need. In the most compact
form. Made from rPET (recycled PET bottles).Registered design®

41 Mobile Workstation

9-10”

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Eco Friendly

7-8”

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Eco Friendly



UI 1318

Earphone

Power bank

Car Charger

USB Hub

This set includes a 2200 mAh power bank with
5V/1A USB  Output, a USB hub with 4 USB 2.0 
ports, car charger with  an output of 5V/800mAh
and a stylish earphone. All these  are packed in a
very compact pouch to make sure you are always
prepared.

UI 1313

This set includes a USB hub with 4 USB 2.0 
ports, car charger with  an output of 5V/800mAh
and a stylish earphone. All these  are packed in a
very compact pouch to make sure you are always
prepared.

US 1002
XDDESIGN® Tega multimedia set includes a 4 in 1 connection cable with Apple Lightning, Apple Dock,
Micro USB and Mini USB. It also includes an audio multitool with headphone jack splitter, and a 2 in 1 stylus pen. 
All of this packed in a compact travel pouch to make sure you're always prepared. Registered design®

42 Technology 
Gift Sets



Hans Larsen Neck pillow with hoodie is a perfect gift that expresses care for the receiver`s comfort and sleep. It is 
a perfect neck pillow for airline travel, road trips, business traveling, lunch break napping and anyone looking for a
little privacy. It features a media pouch that can hold your phone or mp3 player. Packed in a gift box.

6911

WNHL 101 - black
WNHL 102 - grey

WNHL 103 - navy blue

Toiletry bag made from Simulated leather and packed in a non-woven black bag. Includes a hook to hang your 
toilet bag  at convenient places. Packed in a black drawstring non-woven pouch. 

y

43Travel Accessories

Black  Grey Navy Blue



13161320

6903

Black              Tan

SANTHOME Luggage identification tag made from high quality cow milled nappa and having a contrast coloured stitch.  

44 Santhome
Travel Articles

Set 36
SANTHOME A set consisting of a modern leather travel wallet, which can have everything from your travel documents
to your passport and credit cards, and a leather wrapped ballpoint pen. Presented in a matching luxury gift box.

Set 3

SANTHOME  A high quality real leather travel wallet that 
will bring  your journeys to a more comfortable level. You
can have everything from your travel documents to your 
passport, sim cards and credit cards with you in a compact
wallet.�Exotic dark grey stitch  gives the executive wallet a 
stylish look!

SANTHOME A high quality real leather travel wallet that
stores  everything from your travel documents to your 
passport and credit cards. Exotic dark grey stitch gives 
the executive wallet a stylish look!

ments to your 
u in a compact
cutive wallet a

p p
the execut

eather travel wallet, which can 
ther wrapped ballpoint pen. Pre

Packaging # MW



Boarding Pass Pocket

6312

6311

45Travel

Boarding Pass Pocket

Mobile Phone Pocket

Passport+ Credit card+

Currency Pockets

GENUINE LEATHER

XDDESIGN®  The Komo leather travel wallet raises your travel experiences to the next level. The combination of 
leather and stylish fabric makes the item luxurious and durable. The inside provides space for all necessities and 
the zipper closure provides extra safety, making your boarding experience a breeze. Registered design®

Mobile Phone Pocket

Passport Pocket

XDDESIGN®  The Komo leather passport  holder raises your travel experiences to the next level.The combination of leather 
and stylish fabric makes the item luxurious and durable. The inside provides space for all necessities making your  
boarding experience a breeze. Registered design®

GENUINE LEATHER



TA 117

46 Travel
Accessories

TA 101

TA 108

TA 119
 A set consisting of a Metal cardholder with a
 sophisticated matt finish and a TSA approved
 3 digit lock

Grey

Black

A set consistig of the most basic things needed to keep your
luggage safe. Protect your luggage while travelling with TSA
approved 3 digit lock and identify your luggage with the 
luggage tag made from Genuine Leather.

Electronic luggage scale with an LCD display.Max capacity 40kg, division 10g, zero and tare function, low battery and 
overload function, blue backlight function. Packed in a white box

Now you have another choice to lock your luggage or other items without a key or combination or lock - a key card.
The advantages of a key card lock is that you don't have to keep extra keys with you and you don't have to remember 
any code -the lock uses a key-card locking mechanism to unlock. 



47Travel
Adapters

TA 115
Santhome Travel adapter made from fire resistant ABS . Can be used in over 150 countries. Packed in a pouch and 
presented in a box, USB Output 2.1A.   

Charge your electric and electronic devices wherever you are in the world. Power input/output 110V-250V. Can be used
in over 150 countries. Presented in a box. 

TA 104 

Black

White

India, Sri Lanka,
Nepal and Namibia

South Africa,
Swaziland

and Lesotho

Australia 
and

 New Zealand

North America,
Central America

and Japan

UK, Hongkong,
 Singapore

and Middle East

Denmark
and Greenland

Italy and
North Africa

Switzerland
 and Liechtenstein

Continental Europe

Santhome World travel adapter with dual USB output. It can be used on electric systems around the world with a 
variable voltage range from 100-240V. Can be used in over 150 countries. Packed in a pouch and presented in a box.   

TA 103

Black

White



Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

48 Travel Requisites

TA 120
SWISS PEAK 1680D zippered travel wallet with metal Swiss Peak logo on the front. All pockets required for a comfortable
and practical journey are present there. Furthermore integrated cord allows easy hanging of the wallet around your neck. 
Registered Design® 

CERASI - 98196-30

CD case in soft PU.

MARTONE - 98185MARTONE - 98185
Tonino Lamborghini An easier way to arrive fresh and pressed. Lightweight and fully stocked with multiple 
organizational features, this garment bag uses a locking hanger clamp system that keeps clothes wrinkle free and 
is built with handles that fasten together for even easier carrier.



TA 125 

Luggage strap with TSA lock Luggage strap with TSA lock & digital weight scale
TA 126 TA 127

Luggage - Mate
Belt + Weight Scale

Red

Lime

Pink

Cyan

Cool Grey 8C

Orange

Black

Navy

The Luggage-Mate is a handy suitcase strap with build-in DIGITAL SCALE and lock. Weigh your luggage on-the-go and
never pay for costly overweight charges



50  Drinkware

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

® 

Drinkware

227 ml

XDDESIGN   Without spills and without burning your hands. Closable, insulated and compact enough for  under the 
coffee machine (227 ml). And very hygienic because the lining of the mug is made of stainless steel, not from  
plastic. It is designed to be completely dismantled at the end of its life-cycle. Registered design®

Eco Friendly

DWXD 504 - blue             

DWXD 502 - white DWXD 505 - limeDWXD 501 - black 

DWXD 503 - red
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Blue

White

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

225 ml Eco Friendly

UI 1288
XDDESIGN® Boom is a 225ml leak proof, double walled travel mug for your hot or cold beverages on the go. The most 
surprising feature is that it's designed to be completely dismantled at the end of its life-cycle for recycling.  Show your      
commitment by disassembling and recycling each part for a cleaner world. Registered design®

 High Quality
   Drinkware

Hans Larsen 470 ml Double walled suction mug with outer body made from BPA free ABS and inside made from
high grade stainless steel (SS 304) to ensure that your drink maintains its temperature for a long time. Strong
vaccuum suction pad at the bottom ensures that the mug holds firmly to the surface on which it is placed. 
Never worry about the drink spilling on to your table because it does not fall! Leakproof lid allows you to keep the 
mug in the bag, on your car seat, anywhere!     

DWHL 205 - white / white Lid DWHL 206- white / blue lid
DWHL 207 - white / grey Lid DWHL 208- white / black lid

Check for this logo at the
 bottom of the flask

DRINKING SOLUTIONS

d beverag
cycl

 

r this logo 
f the f

 

VACCUUM SUCTION BOTTOM 
No-Fall, No-Leak, Best For Travel    470ml



UI 1261

Antoine
France

Designed by : 

UI 1266

 

XDDESIGN® Urban is a 400ml metal exterior mug which is ideal to use on your desk and to enjoy your 
coffee or tea. Stainless steel exterior has young & rich colors to add to the experience . Registered design®

XDDESIGN®  Contour is a distinguished 500ml insulation flask with design shiny waist ring for your first 
class cup. Registered design® 

400 ml

500 ml

Orange

Lime

Silver

Blue

Grey

White

A

De

52  Drinkware



 

DWHL 204

Check for this logo at the
 bottom of the flask

53Hans Larsen
Drinkware

450 ml

Hans Larsen 475 ml double walled travel mug with outer body made from SS 201 and inside made from high grade 
stainless steel  (SS 304) to ensure that your drink maintains its temperature for a long time. Integrated cup delivers you
a perfect, take away drinking experience. Leakproof lid allows you to keep the mug in the bag, on your car seat, anywhere!  

475 ml

Hans Larsen 450ml double walled mug with outer body made from SS 301 and inside made from high grade stainless 
steel (SS 304) to ensure that your drink maintains its temperature for a long time. Its convenient valve-press mechanism 
allows easy and convenient use. Leakproof lid allows you to keep the mug in the bag, on your car seat, anywhere!  

 Check for this logo at the
 bottom of the flask

450 ml

UI 1310

DRINKING SOLUTIONS

DRINKING SOLUTIONS



UI 1259
XDDESIGN® Wave Grip is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an elegant stainless steel design and contains two 
matching cups with grip to deliver an optimal drinking  experience. Outside and inside in stainless steel with vacuum 
insulation in between. Push-to-pour button integrated in lid, and ABS carry handle.Registered design®. 

XDDESIGN® Auto is a 400ml Tumbler with black PP coating and an innovative push system which allows you to 
control it with only one hand. Ideal for in the car. Stainless steel outside, PP inside. Push button to enable drinking at  

54  Drinkware

UI 1260

700 ml

400 ml

side of the lid. Registered design®.



Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

UI 1257

Blue

UI 1258

55 Drinkware

UI 1270
XDDESIGN® Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml bottle 
with a matt body and with attached carabiner that 
makes it easy to clip onto your bag, belt or other  
 gear you take with you. Registered design® 

600 ml

350 ml

600 ml

White

Blue

Green

Blue

Green

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

XDDESIGN® Bopp is a 600ml double wall and  vacuum bottle with a matt body, contrasting lid  and ergonomically 
designed mouth piece to deliver an optimal drinking experience. Outside and inside in stainless steel with vacuum
insulation. Black in between. Registered design®

XDDESIGN® Bopp Hot is a 600ml double wall 
flask with matt body, push closure and cup with
handle in contrasting finish, ideal for the trendy

 
coffee drinker. Outside and inside in stainless steel 
and vacuum insulation in between. Registered
design® 

XDDE
with
make
gear 

wall 
with

endy
steel
ered

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

Eco Friendly



UI 1241

UI 1245 SLAZENGER Flask

56 High Quality
 Drinkware

500 ml

Hot -500 ml

Cool-750 ml

Single walled car mug with SS 304 exterior and food 
grade plastic interior. The design provides you with a
steady grip of the mug. Packed in a white box. 

ou with a
ox.

Luxury 4 person ceramic espresso set with silver 
colored plating. Serve your espresso in this luxury 
shiny silver espresso set. The cups and saucers can 
be washed in the dishwasher. Cup: inside white/outside
silver, content 75 ml. Packed in a nice gift box. 

Espresso set
Hot and Cool set consisting of a double walled isolating 
stainless steel red 500ml flask and a Single walled
aluminium blue 750ml bottle. Presented together in a
gift box. Single-hand, push-button pour spout closes
automatically when screwing the cup lid on to the bottle.  

Slazenger 500 ml double walled leakproof flask with a
cap that can be used as a cup to enjoy your drink.
Stainless steel exterior and interior. Packed in a gift box. 



Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

57 Drinkware

UI 1265
XDDESIGN® Early Bird is your fun start of the day that  delivers fresh coffee for 2. With 350ml capacity of the  
coffee press, you can even get an instant refill. Comes with bird decorated spoons. Registered design®   

UI 1274
XDDESIGN® Lumm brings more atmosphere in serving your beverages. With the integrated LED light this carafe
 

350 ml

XDDESIGN® Lumm brings mgs m
 is not only  very functional but also a decoration piece on your serving table. Registered design®  



 

The Bopp Cool adds something extra to water and that is
design. The clever cool element does what it says: Keep it cool! Ryan McSorley

Ireland

Designed by :

58  Drinkware

700 ml

Drink a full glass of water as soon as you wake up
   . Try putting it by your bedside before you go to sleep

Purchase a reusable water bottle
   . Take it with you everywhere so you always have
     water on hand

Always refill your water glass when you finish it
   . A full glass reminds you to drink more

Eat fruits and vegetables with high water content
   . Try cucumbers,watermelon,and citrus fruit

Drink a glass of water when you feel hungry
   . Many people think they are hungry when they are
     actually thirsty

Set a timer
   . Remind yourself to drink a full glass of water even
     if you think you’re not thirsty

Average women need
about 9 cups of fluid

per day in a temperate
climate

Average men need
about 13 cups of fluid
per day in a temperate

climate

Exercise,heat,
altitude, and certain
medical conditions

all increase the
body’s need for water

TIPS TO STAY HYDRATED

Amount of water
an average person

loses every day

90 oz Caffeinated beverages
like coffee,tea,and

soda can cause you to
lose fluids

Dehydration affects
coordination,

concentration, and
brain function

FACTS AND FIGURES

HYDRATED
STAY

TO STAY HEALTHY

THE ENERGY SAVED FROM RECYCLING ONE BOTTLE
WILL POWER A 60 WATT LIGHT BULB FOR 6 HOURS

WB 016
XDDESIGN®  Bopp Cool is an award winning design drinking bottle with  a 
capacity of 700ml in eco-friendly BPA-free TritanTM material. A sustainable 
bottle with an ingenious integrated cooler element to cool your drinks from 
inside the bottle.  Executed in BPA free Tritan material.  Cooler part can be 
screwed off to be placed in the fridge. When frozen and screwed back on to 
bottle lid, this serves as cooler element for drinks without diluting it.
Registered design® 

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Integrated cooler element

White

Green

Blue

Black

Eco Friendly



 

 

800 ml

DWHL 201 - transparent   

DWHL 203 - red

DWHL 202 - blue

                     800ml Tritan bottle with fruit infuser compartment. Infuse your water with a load of vitamins and flavour by 
adding fresh fruits into the infuser compartment. The infuser compartment can also be used to chill your water 
by adding ice cubes.

The frost bottle is ideal for storing 600 ml of water, ice tea, juice or a sport drink. The impact-resistant double wall Tritan 
withstands sub freezing to boiling temperatures. The bottle has a re-freezable built-in gel pack that eliminates the need 
for ice as the technology keeps drinks ice cold for hours without the watered down effect of ice. Just place bottle in the 
freezer for an hour or more prior to use and enjoy cold drinks for hours.The bite-it silicone sport lid and straw  
make drinking a breeze. Bottle is BPA free and food safe.

DWXD 508

600 ml

Drinkware

Drinkware

59 High Quality
Drinkware



WB 003
Transparent / Blue Lid

750CC

WB 003
Transparent / Pink Lid

750CC

WB 003
Transparent / Orange Lid

750CC

WB 003
Transparent / Red Lid

750CC

Tacx bio-bottles is the new water bottle for the Pro teams.
This sturdy water bottle features a powerful design and a screw-on cap.

A Tacx bio-bottle distinguishes itself thanks to a number of excellent functionalities and is easy to fill and clean.

WB 003
Silver

750CC

WB 003
Pearl / Pearl Lid

750CC

WB 002
Silver

500CC

Tacx bio-bot

60 Drinkware
Bio - Bottles

Pearl / Pearl  Lid
500CC

WB 002



WB 003
Yellow
750CC

WB 003
Red

750CC

WB 002
Black

500CC

WB 002
Yellow
500CC

WB 003
Green
750CC

WB 003
Cream
750CC

WB 003
Light Blue

750CC

WB 002
Green
500CC

WB 002
Cream
500CC

WB 002
Light Blue

500CC

WB 003
Transparent

750CC

WB 002
Transparent
500CC

WB 002
Dark Blue

500CC

WB 003
Dark Blue

750CC

61
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Bio - Bottles

WB 003
Black

750CC

W
T
5
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WB 015

Hans Larsen 500ml, square shaped aluminium water
bottle with screw cap and climbing hook. 

WB 010

Promotional
 Drinkware

600 ml500 ml

- Silver - Grey

 

Green

Red

Transparent

Blue

Hans Larsen 600ml, triangular shaped aluminium water
bottle with screw cap and climbing hook. 

Regular Stainless Steel Mugs
 UI 1207

DWLC 201   - blue 

DWLC 202  - green  

DWLC 203  - orange  

DWLC 204  - yellow  

   11oz (325 ml) ceramic mug with matt finish exterior. Available in yong and bright colours!

DWLC 205  - red  

DWLC 207  - dark green 

DWLC 209   - navy blue DWLC 206  - orange  

DWLC 208   - maroon 

Promotional mugs�with holder for spoon in handle. Available in a choice of vibrant colours and just waiting for your logo 
or promotional message.  

DWLC

DWLC

motional mugs�with holder fo
omotional message. 

urs!

Drinkware
Drinkware



  

 

 

Football Mug for FOOTBALL lovers
UI 1244 UI 1211

Porcelain mugs in unique shapes

Regular Ceramic,  Stoneware Mugs

 
63Promotional

 Drinkware

Red/White

Black

White

Sublimation ceramic  mug in white with  contrast rim & handle

V shape ceramic mugU shape sublimation 
ceramic mug

 V shape mug
(Out side ceramic, 

inside stainless steel)

Ceramic mug with slicone rubber grip & lid

UI 1321

UI 1324UI 1322UI 1325

UI 1326

White / Green White / Orange White / MaroonWhite / Yellow White / Red White /Navy

DWLC 210  - red  DWLC 211  - blue  

DWLC 212  - white 

V Shape Frosted Mug  

Porcel

V shape ceramic mu
UI 1322



UI 1252

Eco-Neutral paper adhesive notes in two sizes and four
colours. Comes with a Ruler. 

UI 1251

Green Line-Eco Friendly set of daily use gift

Your (eco) friendly alternate Stapler without staple pins.
Made from recycled  materials. Stapling depth: 7mm;  Does
not use staple pins so saves on supplies; Performance:  
4 sheets;  Reusable  and  non-toxic  material  quality.
Recommended for use whenever you have only a couple of 
loose  sheets in order to save resources and do your bit for the
environment. 

64   Eco Friendly
 Articles, Stationeries

MT 331

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Ecofriendly pocked notepad with 75 sheets of yellow sticky notes and neon strips in 5 exotic colours. Be organized!  Size: 5.3 x 8 cm 

EFNP 101 - white EFNP 102 - blue
EFNP 103 - red EFNP 104 - orange

EFNP 105 - pink 



65  Eco Friendly
 Articles, Stationeries

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Eco Neutral A box that opens up and becomes a useful desk organizer. Includes 50 paper clips, 2 sets of 100 notepages
and neon strips in 5 colours. This unique and compact designed product will surely grasp the attention of your customers.

EFEN 109

EFEN 106 - red

EFEN 107 - blue

EFEN 108 - craft

Eco Neutral Notepad that is ideal for meetings!! Consists of 70 sheets of 70 gsm paper, stiky notes to mark important 
points, business card pocket that can hold up to 10 cards and recycle ballpoint pen.

his unique and compact design



FO 3289

Eco-Neutral Pocket Cards Holder in attractive color combinations with eco-friendly felt jacket
CH 139

66 Eco friendly Articles

Light Grey Exterior

Dark Grey Exterior

Light Grey Exterior

Dark Grey Exterior

FO 3342

Eco-Neutral  A4 folder in an attractive light grey-dark grey and green combination with eco-friendly kraft
paper pad. Material - felt (eco-friendly)  

A4 file folder made from Eco-friendly material. Consists of a notepad with 20 pages,matching coloured pen,
sticky notepad to tag important remarks and a pocket to keep documents and business cards.  

A4

A4

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly



FO 3340

FO 3341

67Eco Friendly
    Folders 

Blue Exterior

Craft Exterior

Blue

Black

Red

FO 3281

A4 eco-friendly recycled folder with a notepad consisting 
of 20 sheets and a pen, all made from eco-friendly paper.

FO 3267

A5 eco-friendly recycled folder with an UMA, Germany
Biodegradable pen. Presented in eco-friendly box.

A4 folder with a button closure made from Eco-friendly material. Consists of a notepad with 20 pages, pen loop
and pocket to keep documents and business cards.

A4 folder with a button closure made from Eco-friendly material. Consists of a notepad with 70 pages, matching 
coloured pen and a pocket to keep documents and business cards. 

A4

A4

A4

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Eco FriendlyEco Friendly

A5



NB 1004NB 1003

Expandable back pocket for A5 Notebook NB 1003

Date Place 

 is a registered trademark owned by
SANTHOME HOLDINGS LTD. (BVI).

Made Responsibly in China

A5 Note Book
Recycled Paper

Notebook Design

68 Eco Neutral 
Cotton Cover Notebooks

A6 Notebook with 160 pages-
Ivory colored papers, Cotton 
Cover and packed in a Craft
Paper Box All Eco-Friendly!!!   

This unique Eco-Friendly Bookmark made
from recycled papers is part of every
NB 1003 & NB 1004 Notebook. Use the 
sticky notes for temporary observation and
save the book for long time usage! Indeed, 
a thoughtful design!! All Eco-Friendly!!! 

A5 Notebook with 170 pages - 
Ivory colored papers Cotton 
C o v e r  E x p a n d a b l e  P o c k e t  
and Unique Practical Bookmark.
Packed in a Craft Paper Box. All 
Eco-Friendly!!!  

Essentials (for NB 1003, NB 1001, NB 1002) 170 Ruled pages (Recycled paper), 
Paper color - Ivory All above Recycled & Eco- Friendly Recycled Paper Box for 
every Notebook.

A5

A6



Elastic Bands

Elastic Bands

69Eco-Neutral
A5 Notebooks

Pen loop
Black

Dark Blue

Red (White elastic band)

Red (White elastic band)

Maroon

Dark Blue

NB 1002

Expandable back pocket for
 A5 Notebook NB 1001NB 1001

Dark Blue

Red (White elastic band)

A5

A5

Eco neutral A5 softcover notebook that has an expandable interior pocket, a satin bookmark ribbon and an elastic
closure that keeps your notebook tightly secured wherever you go. Packed in a matching coloured gift box.  

Eco neutral  A5 hardcover notebook that has an expandable interior pocket for keeping important papers or emergency 
cash, a satin bookmark ribbon that does not easily fray, and the elastic closure that keeps your notebook tightly secured 
wherever you go. Packed in a matching coloured gift box. 

ands

Black Red (White elastic band)

Maroon Dark Blue



70 Eco-Neutral
A5 Notebooks

NBEN 101     
Eco-Neutral Notebook and pen set packed in a nice gift box. The notebook has 160 pages of eco-friendly ivory
colour paper, pen loop, satin bookmark ribbon, elastic closure and expandable interior pocket. The box is made from
300 gsm art paper. 

NBEN 102
Eco-Neutral notebook made out of natural cork with 160 pages of 80g. With black page divider and black elastic band.
Including bamboo pen with stylus tip and ballpoint. 

A5

A5



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UI 1268

UI 1262

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

LOGO
HERE

Pink

Anthracite

71Notebook

-------------
Office

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

XDDESIGN® Prestige is an A5 notebook set  with stylish fabric magnetic closure, metal plate (for logo), with 96 
sheets for all your notes. Stainless steel ballpoint pen & this note book come with an elegant set box packaging. 
Registered design®   

A5

XDDESIGN®  Quad is a square marker in matt finish with 4 caps covering the markers in blue, yellow, orange and 
green. Registered design®  



NB 1006

NB 1007

72

Numbered; 32 pages Perforated -Blank, Total Pages - 192, Paper colour - Ivory  
Numbered; Pages 

SANTHOME
A5 Notebooks



73SANTHOME
A5 Notebooks

Blue

Burgundy

White

Black

Red

Mobile pocket outside

A value proposition! An additional notebook means longer
usage and more brand recognition. 

NB 1005 DOUBLE 

Additional Notebook

NB 1005 
(Layout details on adjoining page 86)

NB 1005 is a PU cover A5 Notebook with a mobile phone pocket (takes most of currently used phones) & magnetic closure. 
PU cover can store business cards etc. 

NB 1005 DOUBLE-The A5 Notebook can be replaced once used, thus adding tremendous value.

Page
Number Contents

INDEX OF CONTENTS

Made with care & responsibility in China --
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--
--

--

Date Place Date Place 

Designed in Germany

SANTHOME HOLDINGS LTD. (BVI).
is a registered trademark owned by

OWNER ESSENTIALS 

Name 

Office Address 

Office Tel. No.  

Mobile No.  

Email ID 

Home Address 

Home Tel. No

Blood Group

Emergency Contact Name

Emergency Contact Phone Number

Doctor’s Phone No.  

Mission & Vision 

pages 1to125 pages 126 to157 32 pages perforated (Not Numbered)

Notebook Design Essentials : Owner Essentials, Index of contents Page 1 to 125 Ruled pages- Numbered; Page
126 to 157 Squared pages - Numbered; 32 pages Perforated -Blank, Total Pages - 192, Paper colour - Ivory   

Both options NB 1005 & NB 1005 DOUBLE are packed in an elegant individual box. 

NB 1005  DOUBLE  has all of above & comes with an additional refill (Notebook). 

A5
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A5 Notebooks - Hard Cover - Ruled

A5 Notebooks - Hard Cover - Plain

Size : 13 x 21 cm
Pages - 240

OWMOL 304 - black OWMOL 307 - whiteOWMOL 305 - red

A5 Notebooks - Soft Cover - Ruled

OWMOL 308 - blackOWMOL 309 - black

Moleskine Notebooks

OWMOL 306 - navy blue

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

  brand video



Pocket Notebooks - Hard Cover - Ruled

OWMOL 301 - black OWMOL 303 - white

XL Notebooks - Soft Cover - Ruled

OWMOL 310 - black

Size : 9 x 14 cm
Pages - 192

Size : 19 x 25 cm
Pages - 192

OWMOL 302 -  navy blue

rd Cover - Ruled

75Moleskine Notebooks

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

  brand video



FO 3286 
BALMAIN Sophisticated designed portfolio with zipper closure, pen loop and numerous pockets to 
store your documents. Size: 27 x 34 x 2.5 cm. Accessories not included. 

BALMAIN Stylish designed portfolio with zipper closure, pen loop, ringbinder and several pockets to 
store your documents. Size: 27 x 34 x 3.5 cm. Accessories not included   

FO3287 

FO 3288 
BALMAIN Portfolio with zipper closure pen loop and several pockets to store your documents.
Size: 27 x 33.5 x 3.5 cm. Accessories not included.      

76 Folders/Portfolios
from BALMAIN

A4

A4

A4



6605

Box

77Real Leather
A4 Folders

Black

Navy

A4

A4

SANTHOME Genuine Cow Leather A4 zipper portfolio consisting of all the necessary pockets to store documents,
notes, business cards, etc. It also includes a writing pad. Carry everything you need for a meeting or a conference!

Genuine Buff Leather A4 zipper portfolio consisting of all the necessary pockets to store documents, notes, business
cards, etc. It also includes a writing pad. Carry everything you need for a meeting or a conference!

3041



78 PU Leather Folders
(Portfolios)

FO 3292 FO 3291

A4 A4

A4

A4, briefcase styled Zipper file portfolio that allows easy
carry and keeps all the useful important things secured.
Combines the usefulness of a portfolio and a file with
inserts for mobile, pens, USBs, credit cards, business 
cards  and documents. Also consists of a notepad with 
20 ruled sheets.

A4, briefcase styled Zipper file portfolio that allows easy
carry and keeps all the useful important things secured.
Combines the usefulness of a portfolio and a file with
inserts for mobile, pens, USBs, credit cards, business 
cards  and documents. Also consists of a notepad with 
20 ruled sheets.

Black

Burgundy

FO 3206

A4 Portfolio with a loop closure and a metal plate on the front that makes it an attractive branding area. Consists of a
notepad with 50 ruled sheets, calculator, 3 credit card pockets and a flap to hold documents.

BLACK/RED



PNFO 301 - Grey / Black PNFO 302 - Navy / Brown

A4

Navy / Brown

Grey / Black

A4

Navy / Brown

Grey / Black

SANTHOME A4 folder  with notepad having 20 sheets and mesh organizer. Consists of pockets for keeping 
your mobile and credit cards.  

PNFO 303  - tan / brown     PNFO 304  - navy / Indigo
PNFO 305  - grey / black    PNFO 306  - black / black 

Mesh Organizer

A4 portfolio having a very rich PU covering. Magnetic closure allows easy and secured closing. Consists of
a notepad with 50 ruled sheets, calculator, pen loop and pockets to hold credit cards/business cards. 

Tan / Brown

Navy / Indigo Grey / Black Black / Black 

Tan / Brown

Navy / Indigo

Grey / Black 

Black / Black 

A4 Folders 79



FO 3303 

80 PU Leather
Folders (Portfolios)

Blue

Grey 

Brown

Black 

FO 3321

Blue Stitch & Blue Patch

Red Stitch & Red Patch

Grey Stitch & Grey Patch 

French designed A4 portfolio having a very rich textured PU covering. Magnetic closure allows easy and secured closing. 
Consists of a notepad with 50 ruled sheets, calculator, pen loop and pockets to hold credit cards/business cards.

A4 zipper portfolio with contrast stitching. Consists of a notepad with 50 ruled sheets, calculator, pen loop,
ID card/Business card pocket, credit card pockets and a document pocket.

A4

A4

A4

FO 3261
A4 portfolio made from exclusive material and having an elastic closure. Consists of a notepad with 25 ruled
sheets, pen loop, 3 credit card pockets and a document pocket.

  



FO 3302

81  PU Leather
Folders (Portfolios)

Open the flap & access mobile phone &
Calculator even while the folder is closed; 

Sophisticated unique mechanism

A4 zipper portfolio with a sophisticated mechanism that allows access to mobile phone and calculator without 
opening the portfolio, by just opening a flap that is secured with a magnetic closure. Consists of a notepad with 
50 sheets, 3 pockets to hold credit cards, a pen loop and a calculator.

A4

A4

Italian design A5 Portfolio with Magnetic closure and a contemporary black-beige and red combination. Consists of
a notepad with 20 ruled sheets, a pen loop and a pocket to hold documents.

A5

FO 3264

FO 3311

Black A4 Zipper file portfolio with white contrast stitching and made from exclusive Koskin material. Combines 
the usefulness of a file and portfolio with a ring binder, 2 pen loops, 2 USB loops, 3 credit card pockets and a 
notepad with 25 ruled sheets.



FO 3284

82 PU Leather Folders
(Portfolios)

FO 3306

FO 3322

 A4 PU Portfolio in  black colour and having a grey strip. Consists of a notepad with 20 ruled sheets, a pen loop to hold 
 a pen, a document flap to keep your documents safe and pockets to hold your business cards and credit cards.

A4 Portfolio with magnetic closure and contrast stitch. Consists of a document insert both inside and outside the
 portfolio, a notepad with 20 ruled sheets, a calculator, a pen loop to hold the pen and inserts to hold ID card/Business
 card and credit cards.

 A4 PU zipper portfolio consisting of a notepad with 20 ruled sheets, a pen loop to hold your pen, a document flap
 to keep your documents safe, a calculator and a credit card pocket.

A4

A4

A4



FO 3309

83  PU Leather
     Folders (Portfolios)

Black /Grey

Black / Blue 

Modern A4 zipper portfolio with  contrast stiching. It consists of a loop to hold your tablet and a zipper 
pocket to hold your cables. It has pockets to hold upto 5 credit cards, Identity card, Business cards and important 
documents. Also consists of a notepad with 20 ruled sheets.

Simple and useful A4 portfolio having a textured PU and an external pocket to hold a tablet. Consists of a 
calculator, a notepad with 20 ruled sheets, 2 pockets to hold credit cards/ Business cards, a pen loop and pockets
to hold upto 3 USBs.

FO 3307

Black / Orange 

Black / Grey 

Black / Red 

Black / Blue 

A4

A4



FO 3336 FO 3337 

84 PU Leather Organizers 

Black

Blue

8.5"7"

SANTHOME PU organizer with a 6-ring binder that allows you to turn the pages easily. The snap-on closure
ensures easy closing and opening of the organizer. Inside flap allows for keeping documents, a pen, 3 credit cards
and identity card/business card. ( Pen not Included ) 

Blue

Red

Grey

FO 3330FO 3331

8.5"7"

SANTHOME PU organizer with a textured cover and a stylish magnetic closure. 6-ring binder allows you to turn
the pages easily. Inside flap allows for keeping documents, 3 credit cards, 2 SIM Cards and identity card/business card.
*** 7” Organizer without SIM card pockets   

Santhome

Available in size



85

FO 3232 FO 3233 

5" 7"

HANS LARSEN PU organizer with white contrast stitch and magnetic closure. 6-ring binder allows you to turn
the pages easily. Inside flap allows for keeping documents, 3 credit cards and identity card/business card. 

FO 3345  FO 3346 

Black

Blue

Grey

8.5"7"

HANS LARSEN PU organizer with a textured cover. 6-ring binder allows you to turn the pages easily. Inside 
flap allows for keeping documents, a pen, 3 credit cards and identity card/business card. Always keep 
yourself organized! ( Pen not included ) 

PU Leather Organizers
Hans Larsen 



86 PU Leather Organisers

FO 3251 

FO 3252

8.5"

8.5"

  5"

FO 3235  

HANS LARSEN Black 8.5" PU Organizer with red contrast stich and magnetic closure. 6-ring binder allows you to
turn the pages easily. Consists of 3 credit card pockets, a pen loop and a business card/ID card pocket. 

HANS LARSEN Black 8.5" textured PU Organizer with white contrast stich and magnetic closure. 6-ring binder
allows you to turn the pages easily. Consists of 3 credit card pockets, a pen loop and a business card/ID card pocket. 

HANS LARSEN 5" PU organizer with button closure. 6-ring binder allows you to turn the pages easily. Consists of 2 
credit card pockets and one business card/ID card pocket.

Hans Larsen 



PB 1034

87 Santhome 
Organisers

A5

7"

FO 3315

FO 3301

Sophisticated blue/brown combination. 

Elegant black/black combination.

Elegant brown/brown combination. 

FO 3253

8.5"

8.5"

SANTHOME 7” Italian model organizer with contrast white stitching and Button+ Magnetic closure.

 SANTHOME  8.5" PU Organizer with a pen loop outside for easy access and magnetic closure. This sumptuous looking
 2 tone organizer has pockets to hold SIM cards, credit cards and ID card/Business card. Comes with a modern deigned pen.

SANTHOME 8.5" PU Organizer with a unique magnetic closure. Consists of 3 credit card pockets, 1 pocket for 
ID card/Business Card and a pen loop.

 SANTHOME Genuine Leather A5 Organizer with a unique Button+ Magnetic closure. Consists of a pen loop, 3 credit card
 pockets and an ID card/Business card pocket. Packed in an swish box. Stay organized, Stay focussed!

6611



88  

FO 3273

8.5"

FO 3272

7"

Blue

Brown

Black

FO 3347 

5"

8.5"

FO 3343 

HANS LARSEN 8.5" PU Organizer with an ornate design at the center.  6-ring binder allows you to turn the pages easily.
Consists of 3 credit card pockets, a pen loop and a business card/ID card pocket.

HANS LARSEN Luxury PU Organizer with a textured cover.  6-ring binder allows you to turn the pages easily.
( Pen not included )

 HANS LARSEN 5" PU organizer with a textured cover. 6-ring binder allows you to turn the pages easily. Always keep
 yourself organized! ( Pen not included )

PU Leather Organisers
Hans Larsen 
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94 Writing Instruments
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2

   

WIXD 502 - black

WIXD 503 - grey/white

WIXD 501 - grey/blue 

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

XDDESIGN    Kube combines all your daily mobile needs in one metal stylus pen. The clip is designed to hold your mobile 
phone and cleans your screen.  Delivered with extra refill. Registered design®

WIXD 504 - black
WIXD 505 - grey/white

WIXD 506 - grey/blue

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

Mobile stand

Screen cleaner
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XDDESIGN    Spin is a metal 360° ergonomic stylus pen with 6 clips so you can attach it anywhere you want. Delivered with 
extra refill. Registered design®  

®   

® 

Stylus

Pen

96 WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Stylus

Pen + Stylus + Screen Cleaner + Phone Stand



3

WIXD 507 - black

WIXD 508 - grey/white 

97

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Stylus & writing pen

D
ef

in

e Connections

WIXD 509 - grey/white 

WIXD 510 - grey/blue  

WIXD 511 - Black  

® XDDESIGN    You can work faster and easier on your telephone and tablet with the special touch screen 
pen. This Nino metal has a modern sunken clip. Registered design®

® XDDESIGN    Konekt brings a metal ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen closer together by connecting the 
clips. Both ballpoint pen and roller pen are delivered with black & blue refills. Registered design®



MP 895 
XDDESIGN® Curba is a stainless steel ballpoint pen where 
round simplicity and finish makes the design. The pen can 
be refilled. Registered design®

MP 880 
XDDESIGN    Exacto is astainless steel ballpoint pen     
where simplicity and finish makes  the design. The 
pen can be refilled. Registered design®.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MP 891

Anthracite

Green

XDDESIGN® Verto is a set containing a ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen made from high quality brass, presented in a 
sliding box. The solid clip with spring function gives this pen set a surprising character. Registered design® 

®

98 Writing Instruments



 

MP 884 

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by : 

XDDESIGN® Bolt is a complete stainless steel  ballpoint pen with matt finish. The pen can be refilled. Blue ink cartridge, 
 Registered design® 

Black

Silver

Grey

White

XDDESIGN® Vito is a stainless steel ballpoint pen with an unique top design. The pen can be refilled. Blue ink cartridge,
 Registered design®. 

Black

Silver

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MP 883 (Black Ink) 
MP 883 A (Blue Ink)  

99Writing Instruments

with capacity of at  least 2 kilometer of ink. 

 with  capacity  of at  least 2 kilometers of ink.  



MP 812  
BALMAIN Set of Ballpoint pen & Roller
pen with carbon fibre finishing   

 

  

MP 852 
 BALMAIN Luxury wooden-style set of ballpoint & roller 
point that offers a rich image when presented in a unique
and magnificent giftbox     

 

   

 BALMAIN Elegant and timeless pen set with ballpoint and
 roller ballpoint.     

MP 826  - BALMAIN Pen Set

MP 881 
 BALMAIN Gift Set with rollerball
 and ballpoint pens  

100 BALMAIN
Writing Instruments



MP 851 Purple  
BALMAIN  Ballpoint with fashionable 
gift box 

MP 822 - BLACK
BALMAIN Ballpoint with 
velvet pouch

MP 823
BALMAIN Ballpoint

MP 822 - BLUE
BALMAIN Ballpoint with 
velvet pouch

Packaging : PB 1042

MP 925  
BALMAIN Leather wrapped ball point
with pen pouch

Black

Packaging : PB 1042

101BALMAIN
Writing Instruments



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BALMAIN High quality set containing a
ballpoint  and roller ballpoint presented 
in a matching BALMAIN gift box  

MP 850MP 825 
BALMAIN pen set. aluminium.
ballpoint & roller point

MP 921

Red  Grey Black Skyblue NavyBlue  Box: PB 1053

UMA Metal Pens
from Germany

102 Brand Name
Writing Instruments
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Lamborghini tin box 
for exclusive pens.

PISTON - 98098 -20,10,19
Ball pen, Lamborghini blue ink refill.

OLIVETO - 98123-80,10,20
Triangular ball  pen, Lamborghini blue ink refill.

Lamborghini pen box 

MP 865 MP 866 MP 863 MP 864

YOUR handwriting says a lot about you – and so does the pen you hold. That’s why over a century’s experience as pen  
pioneers has led Platignum to create this distinctive range of quality pens.From the self-filling ranges manufactured in 1919,  
Platignum  invented the world’s first replacement nib, created the retractable ball-point in 1950 and introduced the first  
cartridge system.  Platignum, the U.K pen pioneers have been writing the history of the pen for generations and are 
continuing to innovate  for the future.  

-------------------------------------------------------

Tonino Lamborghini 
Writing Instruments

103Brand Name Pens



04
SANTHOME 
High Quality Metal
Writing Instruments

104

MP 862 R & B
Black

MP 862 R & B
Brown

MP 862 R & B
Navy

MP 915 MP 916 MP 917

MP 623R    MP 623B

Box:  PB 1055Box: PB 1056

Box: PB 1056 Box:  PB 1001

MP 833 MP 829 B MP 830R MP 828
Black

MP 854

MP 853 MP 857

Bo



105SANTHOME 
  High Quality Metal
 Writing Instruments

MP 665B     MP 665R MP 876R    MP 876BMP 810B + MP 810R

MP 861 R

Box: PB 1001 B

Box:  PB 1055

MP T 858 SE

Box: PB 1056

WIMP 512

Box: PB 1054



106 Quality Metal Pens

MP 913 B
 

Box: PB 1046

Box: PB 1054
MP 911 R Black
MP 911 B Black

MP 878 R & B MP 686 PB 1004

MP 912 B Black
MP 912 B Grey

MP 911 B
 Grey

MP 905 Metal Pen in PB 1053 Paper Box

Silver Blue White

aper Box

White Black
Special Convocation 
Pen. The appropriate 

Graduation Gift

Box:PB 1055
Box: PB 1056

Pen Set Boxes

Single Pen Boxes

Single Pen Box

Box: PB 1001

s

ox: PB 1001

Box: PB 1053



107Quality Metal Pens

MP 859
MP 906

Red
MP 906
White

MP 906
Black

MP 906
Blue

MP 990066

Metal Stylus Pens with Matching Metal Box Packaging

MP 901 MP 902
Packaging

MP 879MP 677 
Striped Pen

Quality Metal Pens with Stylus

-------------------------------------------------------

Box: PB 1054

B
ox

: P
B

 1
04

5

B
ox

: P
B

 1
04

5

B
ox

: P
B

 1
04

5

B
ox

: P
B

 1
04

5

Box: PB 1042



WIPP 702
WIPP 703

108

WIPP 7

Quality Plastic Pens

 - dark blue
- green

WIPP 701
WIPP 704

 - red
- yellow

WIPP 705
WIPP 706  - light blue 

- red WIPP 707 silver

WIPP 713 WIPP 712 - dark blue- light blue WIPP 716 - black   
WIPP 715 - grey WIPP 709 WIPP 711 - red - yellowWIPP 708    

WIPP 714  

- Silver
- black
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PP 227
Feather ball point pen with a base.

PP 245

PP 254 PP 258

109Quality Plastic Pens

PP 233

PP 259
This unique model has regional design 
moulded all through the pen body

Set of ballpen & pencil in set box packing



PP 278
Anti-bacterial Ballpoint pen. The body of the
pen  is  made  with  a  silver-ion compound 
which has an anti-bacterial effect. Made in the
EU (Hungary). Antibacterial  effectiveness is 
verified  by  the   Industrial  Microbiological 
Services Ltd.  Registered in England, No 3264423   
Good logo space on the clip

Unique Plastic

PP 265
Retractable Ballpoint Pen made from recycled bottles PET material 

110 Unique Plastic Pens

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PP 273
Retractable Ballpoint pen with curved clip. 
Made of  bio-degradable plastic according to
DIN EN 13432:2000 -12. Barrel and push-
button in uniform natural colours.    

PP 239 
Retractable ballpoint made in 
biodegradable plastic according to
DIN EN 13432:2000-12 

Transparent blue body Transparent white body

UMA Biodegradable
Pens From Germany



PP 242
Retractable ballpoint pen in white with transparent 
frosted soft-grip zone, fitting and clip shell    

PP 243

Retractable ballpoint pen with soft-grip
zone and push-button clip.slightly curved clip.
barrel and tip in solid white. pen terminal
and padded soft-grip zone in one solid color     

   
  

  

PP 235
Retractable ballpoint pen with white  
barrel and colored frosted clip 

PP 236
Retractable ballpoint pen  

PP 240

PP 243FLAG

This pen from UMA-Germany
represents the national flag
colours of some Middle Eastern
countries.

rel and tip in solid white. pen t
padded soft-grip zone in one so

111UMA Pens
from Germany

Retractable ballpoint pen with solid-colored 
transparent frosted barrel and clip, and silver
retractable cap



PP 275

Retractable Ballpoint pen with extra strong large clip and a solid shiny body
PP 271 PP 251

Retractable Ballpoint pen with slim, transparent shiny barrel
with rubber grip zone and frosted curved clip

PP 276
Twist Ballpoint pen with  
shiny solid body,  matt clip
surface and brilliant chrome
plated tip

PP 277
Twist Ballpoint pen with
silver shiny solid body
and brilliant chrome
plated tip

112

PP 251

UMA Pens
from Germany

PP 277



PP 272
Retractable Ballpoint pen with square clip for 
QR code printing. Shiny silver tip and push-button.  

 

SP 302
2 in 1 set- It consists of a 2in1 twist ball pen with integrated 
yellow highlighter, a replacement  highlighter refill and a black 
D1 refill - in a practical case with transparent plastic slipcase
included. 

PP 244
Twist ballpoint pen with
shiny solid colored body, 
heavy, matt chrome metal
tip and metal clip  

PP 237
Twist ballpoint pen with
silver top, barrel in carbon
look and heavy metal tip
in matt chrome.   

Retractable ballpoint pen
with metal clip & pusher in
silver matt   

PP 252
The pen for FOOTBALL lovers 

PP 291

113UMA Pens
from Germany



Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, ultra-slim 3000 mAh power bank (ITPB 403)  
with integrated connectors and men's wallet with credit card pockets and coin pocket. All packed in a nice gift box! 

GSSH 901

Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, ultra-slim 3000 mAh power bank (ITPB 403) 
 with integrated connectors and men's wallet with 6 credit card pockets. All packed in a nice gift box! 

GSSH 902

114
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Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of an ultraslim 2000 mAh powerbank (UD 804) and men's wallet with credit card 
pockets and coin pocket. All packed in a nice gift box! 

GSSH 903

Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of an ultraslim 2000 mAh powerbank (UD 804) and men's wallet with 6 credit card 
pockets. All packed in a nice gift box! 

GSSH 904



Swiss Highlander Gift set comprising of a passport holder, leather wrapped metal pen and keychain. Packed 
in a gift box. 

GSSH 907
  

116  Swiss Highlander
Designer Gift Sets

Black 

Beige

Swiss Highlander Gift set comprising of a Men's wallet with coin pocket, passport holder that raises your travel 
experiences to the next level and leather wrapped metal pen. Packed in a gift box. 

GSSH 905 - black GSSH 906 - beige



Set 45
  

117 Swiss Highlander
Designer Gift Sets

GSSH 914 
 Swiss Highlander Gift set that  has been designed for the modern man. The practical set includes a black faux leather
 men's wallet with grey edge inking and matching leather travel walle and keychain, and a metal pen. The gift set
 features a uniform style and comes presented in an attractive black gift box. 

 Swiss Highlander A smart gift set consisting of a two-tone wallet with credit card pockets and leather wrapped 
 brass ballpoint pen. Packed in an exclusive wooden box! 



118 Swiss Highlander
Designer Gift Sets

Set 43
Swiss Highlander Gift Set consisting of a men's wallet with credit card pockets and coin pockets, and an executive
analog wristwatch with quartz movement. Made from exclusive imitation leather and presented in a gift box.

GS 1210
Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of an analog wristwatch with quartz movement and leather wrapped ballpoint 
pen. Packed in a gift box! 
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Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, leather keychain and men's wallet with credit card 
pockets and coin pocket. All packed in a nice gift box! 

Swiss Highlander Gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, leather keychain and men's wallet with 6 credit card 
pockets. All packed in a nice gift box! 

GSSH 908 - black

GSSH 909 - beige

Beige

BlackSet 44



SET 25 - BALMAIN  Gift Sets

120 BALMAIN
Gift Sets

 SET 33 - BALMAIN Gift SetsSET 34 - BALMAIN Gift Sets

Balmain Gift Set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint,
leather keychain and men's wallet with credit card pockets.
All featuring colour contrast white stitching and presented
in matching gift box.

Balmain Gift  Set consisting of contrast stitched detail 
imitation leather pocket notebook (14 x 9.5 cm) and 
leather wrapped barrel ballpoint. Presented in a matching
Balmain gift box.

Balmain Gift Set consisting of contrast stitched detail 
imitation leather pocket notebook (14 x 9.5 cm) and 
leather wrapped barrel ballpoint. Presented in a matching 
Balmain gift box.

SET 26 - BALMAIN  Portfolio Set

Balmain Portfolio set consisting of an A4 zipper folder with
notepad, leather keychain and lether wrapped ballpoint pen. 
All featuring colour contrast white stitching and presented
in matching luxurious gift box. 

All featuring c
in matching g

and presented



Set 36

121Santhome
Gift Sets

Set 35
SANTHOME Exclusive design gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, leather keychain and men's wallet with 
credit card pockets. All featuring colour contrast white stitching and presented in matching gift box. 

SANTHOME Exclusive design gift set consisting of a leather wrapped ballpoint, men's wallet with credit card pockets 
and passport holder. All featuring colour contrast white stitching and presented in matching gift box. 

SANTHOME A set consisting of a modish leather travel wallet, which can have everything from your travel documents 
to your passport and credit cards, and a leather wrapped ballpoint pen. Presented in a matching luxury gift box. 

Set 37



PISA - II GIFT SET

Tonino Lamborghini  Set of  ladies watch with stainless steel case and strap, dial in Mother of Perl and metal 
ball pen. blue ink

Tonino Lamborghini  Set of ladies wallet in black top quality leather & ball pen, Lamborghini blue ink refill.

122 Tonino Lamborghini
Gift Sets

TAURUS
Tonino Lamborghini Set of name card holder in black full grain leather and  ball pen, Lamborghini blue ink refill.

CECILIA - 98201-10



Tonino Lamborghini Metal / Leather Keyring
VARESE - 98056-50

Tonino Lamborghini  Men’s high quality real leather belt, Metal buckle.
VARESE - 98056-50 VERIMELLI - 13117B

JULIUS
Tonino Lamborghini  Set of cards + key holder  in black top quality cow leather and ball pen, Lamborghini blue ink refill

123Tonino Lamborghini
Gifts & Gift Sets
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GSBG 910 - black

GSBG 911 - brown

   

GSBG 912 - black

GSBG 913 - brown

Budget Gift Sets

Budget gift sets consisting of a cardholder that can hold upto 20 business cards and is made from a combination 
of brushed metal plate and faux leather, and a keychain made from same materials. Packed in a gift box.  

Budget gift sets consisting of a cardholder that can hold upto 30 business cards and is made from a combination 
of brushed metal plate and faux leather, and a keychain made from same materials. Packed in a gift box.  

   

   



125Budget Gift Sets

Budget gift set consisting of a men's wallet made from faux leather and a 2200 mAh power bank with keyring.
Packed in a gifft box. 

BWPB 801 

Budget gift set consisting of a cardholder and a 2200 mAh power bank. Packed in a gift box. 
BCPB 802     



Set 41

Cards Holder

Tablet Holder

A6 Zippered Folder A4  Pocket Zippered Notepad

126 Executive Essentials -
Set of 6 Accessories

SANTHOME Exclusive designer bag consisting of a leather wrapped brass ballpoint pen, A4 Zipper folder with notepad, 
A6 Zipper Pocket notepad, Tablet holder and Business card holder. Everything an executive needs !!



PRESENTING A NEW TYPE OF WALLET 
THAT PROTECTS AGAINST FRAUD IN THE NEW WI-FI ERA.

How the card holder protects?
The aluminium Cardprotector protects your most important plastic cards
not only against bending and breaking, but also against malicious parties 
reading your RFID and NFC cards. RFID (Radio Freqency IDentification)
cards contain a chip and an antenna for wireless communication. 
Examples of RFID cards include the Travel card, ID cards, the latest 
generation of credit cards and bank cards, as well as various access passes. 

Using the Cardprotector
The Cardprotector can hold a maximum of 7 cards. If only embossed cards 
are used, the capacity is 5 cards. Position the cards you use the most at the
back or front and they will slide out sufficiently to be used. Slide out the cards
with ONE movement of the slider on the side.  The radio signal, although 
still greatly reduced, will now be sufficient for contact over a short distance.
This means that you can use your RFID-NFC cards easily and securely. After
use, slide your cards back into the Cardholder by pressing down on them lightly 

Designed to be used with
PayPass, public transit, ID scan

systems

RFID chip makes
personal information

card scannable

Info on ID transmitted:
name, ID/ account numbers 

RFID chip activated
by signal

Scanners activate
RFID chips

Pickpockets
make portable

scanners

Financial/ID information
stored on scanner

transit stations, airports, and
large crowds are target areas

Emptied transit card or bank
account, fraudulent charges

Scans done while
walking by no contact

Tourist destinations,

Scanner sends signal to card

Radio Frequency Identification

Victims don’t know until
signs of theft appear

payWave or blink    logo May still have RFID if no logosR

Credit / Bank Cards Transit Cards Driver’s Licenses

All U.S. Passports
Issued since Oct. 2006 Common Access Cards

Our Santhome card holder blocks
portable scanner signals

Prevent RFID chip activation
and info transfer

RFID



128 Santhome
Security for you

LASN 610 - canyon LASN 611 - rosso

LASN 609 - brown

LASN 612 - oceania LASN 613 - black
LASN 614- white

RossoCanyon Oceania White

LASN 609 - brown

Crafted from Genuine Italian Leather

SANTHOME- SECURITY FOR YOU Cardholder cum Wallet with RFID protection and crafted from Genuine Italian leather. 
Designed in Europe. 

SANTHOME- SECURITY FOR YOU Cardholder cum Wallet with RFID protection
and crafted from Genuine leather. Designed in Europe. Packaging

Black

Crafted from Genuine Leather

LASN 608 - black



Pink Brown Camel Navy blue

LASN 601 - black

LASN 606 - black LASN 607 - silver

LASN 602 - navy blue

LASN 603 - pink LASN 604 - camel

LASN 605 - brown

Black

SANTHOME- SECURITY FOR YOU Cardholder cum Wallet with RFID protection . Designed in Europe. 

SANTHOME- SECURITY FOR YOU Cardholder with RFID protection.
Designed in Europe. 

Packaging

129Santhome 
Security for you
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Santhome

Genuine Leather
Gift Sets

GSSN 115  

GSSN 114   
  SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a Men's wallet with contrast grey stitching, USB and an elegant metal pen. Packed in a gift box. 

   

  SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a trifold wallet with contrast grey stitching, leather USB and metal pen. Packed in a gift box. 
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SANTHOME  Gift set consisting of a Men's wallet with contrast blue stitch and a matching cardholder. 
Packed in a gift box.

SANTHOME  Gift set consisting of a Men's wallet with contrast blue stitch and a matching cardholder. 
Packed in a gift box.

GSSN 117

GSSN 116

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets
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SANTHOME Gift set consisting of real leather cardholder with red edge inking high quality metal ballpoint pen and easy
mechanism twist USB with high performance chip set. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

GSSN 101  

GSSN 118
SANTHOME Gift set comprising of a square shaped Men's wallet with contrast blue stitching, metal pen and a brushed 
metal keychain. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets
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 SANTHOME Gift set comprising of a slim and super capacity cardholder cum wallet with contrast blue stitching,
 metal pen and keychain. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

GSSN 119 

GSSN 120
 SANTHOME Gift set comprising of all-around zipper cards wallet with contrast blue stitching, metal pen and USB with
 high performance chipset. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets

Closed slim
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GSSN 112 

GSSN 113

 SANTHOME Gift set consisting of real leather ecofriendly men's wallet, high quality metal keychain and a metal pen.
 Packed in a gift box. 

 SANTHOME Gift set comprising of real leather ecofriendly men's wallet, attractive metal pen and leather USB.
 Packed in a giftbox. 

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets
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GSSN 121

GSSN 122

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a eco friendly genuine leather wallet and a keychain. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a mobile phone holder Made in Germany and keychain. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets
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Contrast stitching and color available.

Contrast stitching and color available.

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a real leather travel wallet and a real leather luggage tag, packed in a attractive gift box.
The perfect gift for a traveller! 

GSSN 108 

Tan

Black

Tan

Black

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a real leather travel wallet and a real leather men's wallet with six credit card pockets.
Packed in a attractive gift box. 

GSSN 109

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets
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Contrast stitching and color available.

Contrast stitching and color available.

Maroon

Black

Maroon

Black

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of real leather ladies walllet and men`s wallet. Contrast stitch provides an elegant look
to the articles. Packed in a gift box. 

GSSN 110  

GSSN 111

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of real leather Men`s wallet and Women`s wallet. Packed in an attractive wooden gift box. 

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Gift Sets



138 Santhome
Gift Sets

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a genuine leather cardholder, and a rotatable key chain  which turns into a single 
output car adaptor. Packed in a Santhome gift box.  

SANTHOME Gift set consisting of a genuine leather cardholder, high performance flash drive and a metal pen.
Packed in a santhome gift box. 

GSSN 104

 SANTHOME  Gift set consisting of a genuine leather cardholder that can hold upto 20 business cards and a metal 
 keychain. Packed in a gift box with textured covering. 

GSSN 105  

GSSN 106



139Real Leather Articles
Santhome

Box

Black

Navy

Black

Navy

A4

SANTHOME Genuine Cow Leather A4 zipper portfolio consisting of all the necessary pockets to store documents,
notes, business cards, etc. It also includes a writing pad. Carry everything you need for a meeting or a conference!

A5

6605

GS SN107
SANTHOME Gift set consisting of an A5 folder crafted from high quality german leather for the executive on the move and
metal roller pen. Packed in a nice wooden box.



Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
Hand - clutch documents case - 
elegant in its simplicity.

6603

6602

Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
A Briefcase for Leaders - Handy, 
Light - weight, exudes class, Amiiet 
Switzerland Lock 

140

66

Santhome
Made in Germany

Real Leather Accessories
Crafted Leather Briefcase

Crafted Document Case

Tan

Tan

Black

Tan

Black

A4

Berliner

Zurich

Black

Tan

Black



6601

Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
An A5 folder for the executive on 
the move.

Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
A4 folder - 3 fold - for when you must 
act decisively and swiftly. 

6604 
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6601

G
Ar
An
th

Santhome
Made in Germany

Real Leather Accessories

Tan

Brown

Black

Black

Black

Tan

Tan

A4

A5

Crafted Leather A5 Folder

Crafted Leather A4 Folder

Geneve

Maximum

Tan

Brown

Black



  

 

6001

6901

Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
A mobile phone holder designed to 
hold various currently used mobile 
phone instruments.

Genuine Leather.

Frankfurter

Munchen 

Article crafted & made in Germany.
An A - 7 pocket note - pad holder 
with a pen for jotting down.

142
Santhome

Made in Germany
Real Leather Accessories

 Tan
Tan

 Black

Black

 Green

Green

Crafted  Leather Pocket  Notepad

Crafted  Leather Mobile Phone Holder



Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made in Germany.
A Travel wallet - elegant & practical

6301 

Genuine Leather.
Article crafted & made 
in Germany.
A Kit for Shoe - Care 
articles; quality beyond 
compare; A collector's 
edition !
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 Brown

Black

 Brown

Brown

Black

 Black

 Tan

 Tan

Crafted Leather Travel Wallet

Crafted Leather Shoe Kit

Flughafen 

Brown  Black

Santhome
Made in Germany

Real Leather Accessories

6902 
 Koln

Tan
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SANTHOME Genuine Leather Men's wallet with attractive contrast grey stitching. The inside of the wallet features 8 card
slots, large leather framed ID window,  2 section for banknotes and 4 additional pockets for receipts and appointment
cards. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

LASN 615

SANTHOME Genuine Leather Men's wallet with attractive contrast grey stitching. The wallet has a classic bi-fold design
with 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes and 2 additional pockets. Packed in a Santhome gift box.

LASN 616

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Men’s Wallet

SANTHOME Genuine Leather tall trifold wallet that allows to store cards in vertical slots and offer super capacity to take 
care of all you valuable belongings in a secure environment. This wallet comes with credit card slots, a transparent
plastic holder to store your id card and billing pocket. Packed in a Santhome gift box.  

LASN 617
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Santhome

Genuine Leather
Men’s Wallet

SANTHOME Genuine Leather classic wallet with blue contrast stitching . The subtle and fine-detailing and the practical card-
holder compartments underline the masculine and practical appeal of this wallet. Packed in a Santhome gift box.  

SANTHOME Genuine Leather Square, understated wallet in soft premium leather. Featuring useful and practical inside-
compartments, and visible blue contrast stitching. An indispensable item with a sporty elegance. Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

LASN 623

SANTHOME Genuine Leather classic wallet, with its contrast blue stitching, is  designed to keep you organized and can be easily 
placed in your jeans and office dress pockets. Consists of 8 credit card slots, large leather framed ID window, 2 compartments
for banknotes and 3 additional pockets. Packed in a Santhome Gift box. 

LASN 618

LASN 619 
SANTHOME Genuine Leath
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Santhome

Genuine Leather
Accessories

LASN 622  
SANTHOME Genuine Leather slim wallet with more capacity to take care of personal items in a secure manner.
Produced with the finest grain leather, this wallet is excellent to store visiting cards, cash, credit cards, tickets, receipts etc. 
This slim but super capacity wallet can easily hold up to 16 cards. Packed in a Santhome gift box.  

SANTHOME Genuine Leather cardholder designed without compromise and with particular attention to functionality,
comfort and ergonomics. Its aesthetic design allows cards to be placed on both sides of the flaps and ensures that the
cards remain in pristine condition and totally secure.Packed in a Santhome gift box. 

LASN 621 

SANTHOME Genuine Leather zip around cardholder that can hold upto 20 cards with contrast blue stitching. Packed in
a Santhome gift box. 

LASN 620 

Closed Slim
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147Eco friendly High end
Real Leather Articles

1015 E

30304646 E

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

Real Leather A4 Folder

A4

Men’s Wallet

Men’s Wallet

Passport Holder

1086 E

Redwood

Black

Redwood

Black



6005 

148  Real Leather Articles
Santhome

Color options available.

6008

6302

Black/grey

 The 2 Browns

Elegant loop - closured Travel Wallet with combination colors & color options. 

 The 2 Browns

Black/grey

 The 2 Browns

Black/grey



6009

6010

6011Leather: Cow Softy - Corrected Hair Cell

149

These Wallets & Cards Cases are edge - colored, and a 
matching thread stitch added to enhance the looks of an 
invisible - stitch leather article. Edge - colors & threads 
options: Red, Maroon, Royal Blue & Green    
Leather: Cow Softy - Corrected 
Hair Cell

Leather: Cow Softy - Corrected Hair Cell

Leather: Cow Softy - Corrected Hair Cell

011
Cards case, edge - colored, matching - thread stitched Edge - colors & threads options: Red, Maroon,  Green    

Green

Maroon 

Red

Green

Green

Royal Blue 

Royal Blue 

Maroon 

Maroon 

Red Maroon Green

Red

Red

Light Grey 

Light Grey 

Green

Royal Blue 

Maroon 

Red

Mens Wallet

Business Card Holder

Business Card Holder

Real Leather Articles
Santhome
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4

Sim & Cards Holder for frequent travellers holding sim
cards of various mobile service providers & countries;  
additional pockets to hold credit cards  

Leather - Cow Antiquated Finish

6305 6012 - Blue Blood 

Sim Holder & Credit Cards Case An organizer for mobile 
sim for the 'countries - & - continents hopper'. 

 

Credit Cards Case Organizes various credit cards,
identity cards, etc. 

Leather: Buff - Drum Tumbled, Dry Dyed

22
4 150 Real Leather

Accessories

6020 6306

6003

er - Cow Antiquated Finish

s  

Business & credit cards case. Blue stitching and
purchase design. 
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For above ladies wallets

Black with 
exotic Dark Grey 
contrast stitch.

Maroon with 
melting Cream 
color stitching.

1218

15316

1217

Black

Maroon

Black

Maroon

Brown

Black

Maroon

Brown with 
exotic Dark Brown
contrast stitch.

Santhome
Genuine Leather

Ladies Wallets



6401 

152 Real Leather
 Ladies Wallets 

1233 
Real Leather Ladies wallet with zipper pocket to hold coins Black & Maroon Options Available 

Maroon

Black

Maroon

Black

Maroon

Rust

Dark Brown

Tan / Cognac

Cow antique leather

1235 
1235 A YDM Brown



Exclusive Ladies manicure set with chrome plated implements that makes sure you always look your best. 
Comprising of a scissor, nail file, nail clipper, tweezer, cuticle pusher and toe nail clipper. Presented in a nice plastic
box and packed in a black box. 

LIMS 501 

153Ladies Gifts

300D polyester laptop bag for women needing to carry a laptop. Due to the extendable zipper this bag
BGXD 503 

Eco Friendly

Made in Korea

® XDDESIGN  
Registered design® always stays stylish yet practical. PVC free. 



6400

BALMAIN smartphone case  with section divider.
Size: 7.5 x 12.5 cm 

Ladies Manicure Exclusive set guaranteed gold plating.
Elegant PU coated case.

UI 1202 

UI 1268
 XDDESIGN® Prestige is an A5 notebook set with stylish fabric  inside and outside, magnetic closure and metal plate. 
 Inside there’s an A5 notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Including complete stainless steel ballpoint pen. Registered design®   

154 Ladies Gifts

y
all your notes. Including complete sty



TROPEA- 98181-19

    Watch with stainless steel case and strap,
Mother of Pearl dial, Japan movement.  

 Slazenger Digital sports watch has many functions like 
water  res istance,  a larm,  t ime,  date ,  stopwatch 

 6.7 x 10 x 7.3 cm 

 Confirms to Battery Directive 
 WEEE-compliant 

 EMC-compliant 

»
»

»

and back light in transparent gift box. 

155Watches

Technology Watch

Bluetooth version: 4.0
Material: Leather Strap
Functions: Call reminder, Messages and  e-mail 
notification; alarm and anti-lost feature

ITAMI 102
Bluetooth Remote Control Self-Timer
Calorie monitoring and Sport pedometer.
Long standby time over 6 months~1 year.
3ATM waterproof integrated style



HLSAN 203 HLSAN 202 HLSAN 201

Caffè Deborah Cup Set - Versac Gold Black

156

Exclusive glassware made by professional glassmakers in Italy. The base is created using
the most sophisticated technology and the decoration is completely done by hand by
experienced craftsmen in this field. 

Handmade Glassware
Made in Italy

eborah Cup Set - V

Made in Italy



HLSAN 206 HLSAN 205 HLSAN 204

Tea Deborah Cup Set - Versac Gold Black

157

Exclusive glassware made by professional glassmakers in Italy. The base is created using
the most sophisticated technology and the decoration is completely done by hand by
experienced craftsmen in this field. 

Handmade Glassware
Made in Italy

borah Cup Set - Ve

Made in Italy



FOSSE - 98179-10

Silver plated luggage tag with golf pitcher as a set, in Lamborghini exquisite set packaging

L001

Silver plated CD rack in Lamborghini exquisite packaging

FERRUZZANO - 98194-19

Silver plated metal business card holder in Lamborghini exquisite packaging

25
4

25
455 158 Lamborghini 

Silver Collection



STAITI - 98193-19
Silver plated foldable clock in Lamborghini exquisite packaging

STAITI - 98193-19

FIUMARA - 98195-19

Silver plated mouse pad in Lamborghini exquisite packaging

Silve

Sil

159 Lamborghini
Silver Collection



TC 660

160 Exclusive High Quality 
Metal Desktops

Black

Silver

The Airplane World Time Clock can indicate time in your location or, with a simple twist of the airplane, you can display the time
 from a choice of 24 international cities. Clock case resembles an aircraft instrument, and the Clock face features 12/24 hour
 time in large, easy to read numbers, and includes GMT. A metal plate at the base provides an excellent space for engraving the logo.

TCED 101
Steering wheel shaped world time clock with body made from ABS and aluminium. Just turn the steering 
wheel to point to a particular city and the time in that city will be adjusted automatically!! Display screen at
the centre facilitates easy viewing. Functions include stop watch, 12/24 hour display, Alarm with snooze, 
Hourly chime, DST, Stopwatch and Timer. A creative and useful gift!



 

 World time clock with unique spin adjust mechanism and business card holder. You can check the time in 24 cities with
the press of a button. A metal plate at the base provides an excellent space for engraving the logo. Packed in a black box. 

TC 671

161Exclusive High 
Quality Metal Desktops

TC 672

Silver

Black

Silver

Black

A heavy crystal globe which keeps on changing its color at regular intervals over an auto adjustable world 
time clock. Lighted Globe with Auto adjustable world time clock allows your customer to turn the crystal 
globe which is linked to the time clock that automatically adjusts its time according to the location selected 
by your customer.�  



162 High Quality
Wooden Desktops

DTED 301

DTED 303

This high-quality desk set gives you everything you'll want to organize and decorate your desk. A business card holder,
clock, memo holder and a beautiful globe. Provides a solitary branding space. Packed in a gift box.  

Whether in an office or home, adding a desk set to your workspace creates a cohesive look that will help organize and 
declutter your desk.This deskset consists of a business card holder, pen stand, memo holder and a clock. Packed in a gift box.� 

A deskset is always needed to help bring order and add a beautiful finishing touch to your office. This stylish deskset,
consisting of a business card holder, pen stand, memo holder and clock is a perfect add-on to your desk. Packed in a gift box.  

DTED 302 



163High Quality
Wooden  Desktops 

ED 468

ED 467

ED 469
 This desk set with its beautiful steel and daring black details, stands at the height of form and function. Consists of a memo
 holder, business card holder, clock and pen holder. Provides a distinctive space for branding. Packed in a gift box.  

Express your style and demonstrate your high standards for perfection at the office with this exlusive wooden cum Zinc
alloy desk set consisting of  a crystal globe, business card holder and memo holder. Provides a unique space for branding. 
Packed in a gift box. 

 Exclusive desk set made from a combination of high quality wood and well finished zinc alloy. Consists of a cardholder, pen stand,
 clock and a memo pad. Packed in a black box. 



ED 466

DT 631

164  Exclusive Metal-Wooden
  Combination  Desktops 

Elegant desktop clock with Islamic/Qibla compass. The clock is with a face of roman numerals, polished red wood 
finish and solid brass accents. This timeless clock compass will add charm to any office or home study. 

With a flick of a finger this handsome antiqued bronze golden globe will spin on it's axis. The globe is gimbled on 
both axis and sits atop a wooden base. Adorn your office desk with a symbol of decadence and refinement! 

Packaging



Exclusive High Quality
 Wooden Desktops

WM 701
Wall hanging weather station with thermometer,
barometer and hygrometer 

TC 649
3-axle gyro spinning globe that has a clock on one side and 
a photo frame on the other side. It has a sturdy wooden
frame with a metal trim. A metal plate at the base provides 
an excellent space for engraving the logo. 

DT 632

Skeleton clock movements with visible moving gears and separate lower seconds hand dial. They fit into the rear of the
housing. The frame is made of high grade wood and the metal fittings provide the perfect look to this exquisite timepiece 
that rests on your desk. 



DT 605

166 Quality Wooden 
Desktops

DT 606

TC 644 TC 645

DT 595
Metal & Wooden Combination Table Clock with Business Cards Holder & Additional Temperature Indicator. Packed in
a white box. 

Executive wooden desk organizer with clock, that has
roman numerals and quartz movement, hygrometer 
and thermometer. It also features a metallic pen stand.
Packed in a white box.

This desk organizer is sleek and an eye catching addition
to your workspace that will resonate with your business 
style. It features a pen stand, notepad holder, clock and 
thermometer. One rolling ball pens is included in this set. 
Packed in a white box. 

Exclusive Wooden stand in mahogany finish with 
analogue desk clock that rotates on its axis . The  tilted 
angle allows for easy viewing. Packed in a grey box. 

Precision quartz movement timepiece that pivots for easy
viewing. The clock is nestled in a handsome, paneled solid 
wood case, hand finished in rich mahogany, and comes
complete with solid brass hinges. Packed in a grey box. 



TC 666TC 665 

TC 642
This artistic tower of a clock works equally 
well as an award or a gift. Its sleek metal
structure is ideal for home or office. Seiko
PC21S Quartz 3 Hands movement. Packed 
in a black box. 

 

167Exclusive High
 Quality Metal

 Awards
Awards & Trophies
Don’t Get Better !!!

Matt Silver

Gold 

Wooden award clock with aluminium metal plate and analog clock. Celebrate the achievements of others 
with this stylish timepiece. Packed in a black box. 



 This set of 4 desk items is made from synthetic leather that has a crocodile leather look. Consists of a pen holder, 
 memo holder, business card holder and clip holder. Everything you need to keep your desk organized!  

DT 525

168 Exclusive High Quality
 Desk Sets
ve High Quality
Desk Sets

ED 426

ook. Consists of a pen holder, 
d k i d!

DT 586
High quality metal deskset consisting of pen holder, business card holder, stapler, 2-hole punch and clock. Packed
in a black box.  

Wooden desk set that houses a clock, business card holder, letter opener and magnfier. 



 

DT 590 

169Exclusive High Quality
Desk Sets

A beautiful, high quality, modern, contemporary and classically inspired desk set consisting of an in-out tray, magnetic 
clip holder, pen stand with business card holder,memo holder and a desk pad. Packed in a black box. 

   Exclusive 5 item desk set made from a combination of wood and synthetic leather and consisting of a desk pad, display
   stand, mouse pad, pen stand and memo holder. Packed in a black box. 

DT 607  



DT 572

TC 612

 

170 Exclusive High Quality
 Metal Desktops

TC 614

3-angle gyro spinning mag globe clock in 360 with
crescent  shaped base. Digital Insert Artwork: D - 1 1/2". 
Packaged in a  Recycled Gift Box. These globes are a good
choice  for  supporting  the  branding  and  marketing 
initiatives of companies.

TC 641

Heavy Brushed Metal Case table watches offered comes
with crescendo alarm movement and is made available
in size of 86mm Dia x 35mm.Packed in a recycled paper
gift box.

Desktop piece consisting of a quartz metal clock, 
business card holder and a pen. Packed in a black box. 

Metal analog desk clock with polished and plated 
zinc alloy case and mineral glass lens. Detachable base
allows for engraving to be done. 

DT 573
Heavy metal desk clock with quartz movement and photo frame. Packed in a black box.



TC 633

171Foldable 
Desktop Clocks

Foldable metal clock that is distinctive and has a
sturdy built, along with a telescopic stand with
room for engravings. Comes with crescendo alarm
and snooze function. Packed in recycled paper box.

TC 640

This clock can be spun to form a triangle, or a figure eight or 
an L shape. The dial can be rotated as well  to make sure
your time is facing upward. It also has a built-in photo frame
for your favorite photo.  Packed in a black box.

DT 635 

DT 635 

DT 636
 Foldable, heavy brushed aluminium clock with separate panel for logo branding. Packed in a white box.

 A beautiful aluminium tri-fold clock that features a frame for photograph. Featuring quartz movement, the decorate clock
 is the perfect gift for the traveling executive. A separate panel for branding ensures that the receiver never loses sight of 
 the brand! Packed in a white box.

Folds

Folds



ED 433 ED 434

24
6

24
6 172 High Quality

Aluminium Desktops

ED 451

Aluminium Desktop set with Clock, Thermometer, Pen stand and Business card holder. A separate panel for logo 
branding ensures that the receiver never loses sight of the brand.Packed in a white box. 

This beautiful Glass Quartz Desk Clock has a sturdy aluminium 
base. Beautifully presented in a plain white gift box – this desk 
clock makes a very stylish corporate gift. 

Deskclock with brushed aluminium finish and 
floating dial design. Packed in a white box.



WC 204 Metal
12" Clock
WC 204 Metal WC 205 Metal

12" Clock

WC 218 Metal
12" Clock-Black

WC 218 Metal
12" Clock-White

WC 217 Metal
10" Clock-Black

WC 217 Metal
10" Clock-White

WC 206
14" Clock, 
Thermometer, Hygrometer

14" Clock, 
Thermometer, Hygrometer

WC 207

173Metal Wall Clocks



Alarm clock with wide logo space
DT 571

Desk clock with day function, snooze
function, pens & clips holder, 3 modes
of alarm to choose 

DT 647
Clock with Photoframe; Spring grip holds
PaperNotes & Business cards 

Alarm clock, Photoframe, Pen holder
DT 639

174 Budget / Value Desktops
 & Desk Clocks

DT 600

Clock
Pape

DT 548
Budget Memo & Pen Holder

Mobile Holder with Sticky note pad, 
USB HUB. Additional Sticky note pad
refill is provided with the article.

DT 646
Desktop Clock with Maze Game

DT 641

USB Hub



 

 

Stylish, slide-up pocket calculator with world time, 
perpetual calendar, alarm clock and music. Ideal 
sleek travel gadget  

10 digit desk calculator in champagne gold color 

UD 704
12 digit USB Calculator (Dual power, auto shut off),
 Dual usage - Calculator and Keypad
  

DT 507

DT 625  

175Calculators

Clock with calculator, World Time, Calendar, Alarm and  Snooze 

DT 570

Think of a number. Double it. Add six
Half it. Take away the number you
started with Your answer is three.

If you take your age and
multiply by 7, then multiply

it by, 1,443 the product
repeats your age 3 times.

number. Double



Plastic set of 6 coasters centre piece with metal for
 printing / engraving.  Packed in white box 

DT 526
Set of 6 Coasters. Packed in black box

DT 527
Set of 6 Coasters. Packed in black box 

DT 591
Gun Metal with PU Combination Coaster ( Single coaster only ).
Packed in black box 

DT 580

176 Quality Coasters

Set of 4 Coaster. Packed in black box 
DT 528
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MT 353
Multi Golf Tool kit with tees

GA 4025
 Real Cow Leather Pouch Holds 2 balls, 3 tees  and I pitch repairer

GA120

 Flaunt your love of golf with your own mini golf course.
Get amateur putting practice  in the office or play with 
children at home, while teaching them the basics of golf. 

178 Golf
Accessories

se.
h
golf. 

Three fold Golf Towel
GA 104



 

Colours in Ready Stock*

Colours in Ready Stock*

Azure Blue
(Blue/khaki)

    

Beige

Two tone all weather fabric

ITEM : ORCA  |  CONTENT : Premium Cotton rich MERCERIZED fabric 
MEASUREMENT : Gulf  |  Sizes Available : S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Refer page# 258  for more details

Refer page# 256 for more details

Item : Golf Polo Limited Edition |  Content : Pre-Dyed Two Tone, all-weather fabric.
Measurement : Gulf  |  Sizes Available : S, M,L, XL, XXL, XXXL

179Golf Polos  

Ace Jacquard Polo with Bamboo

S-XXL

2 - Tone fabric of 65% polyester and 35% rayon nanobon. 2 Button placket with embossed buttons. 
1x1 flat knit rib collar. Necktape. Side slits. PGA tour print at the sleeve.

Eco Friendly



180 Sporting Goods
Customised

FOOT BALL - SIZE 5FOOT BALL - SIZE 1

BASKET BALL KICK TRAINER BELT...

RUGBY BALL VOLLEY BALL

TRAINING SETS

FOOTBALL COLLECTIVES



Swiss Peak sunglasses with strong PC frame with
PC lenses (UV-400). Including EVA Swiss Peak pouch.
Registered®

SG 901

181Wellness, Health,
Outdoor

PP 278
Anti-bacterial Ballpoint pen. The body of the pen is 
made with a silver-ion  compound which has an 
anti-bacterial effect.  Made in the EU (Hungary).
Antibacterial  effectiveness is verified by the 
Industrial Microbiological Services Ltd.  Registered 
in England, No 3264423

WN 100
Yoga Mat Set

ITPB 402

Emergency Light

Power BankCamping Light Outdoor Torch

@memorii 4 in 1 outdoor powerbank with: built-in 6000 mAh
lithium battery to charge your mobile devices, outdoor
torch, emergency light and camping torch. Output 5V/2A,
input 5V/1,5A.

6000 mAh



KT 011
Countdown time clock

Blanket - 200 GSM
Size: 140 x 180 cm in polyester drawstring bag

JIND 072
Acrylic Solid Footscale

                  DT 513
Digital Weight Scale  Up to 500 gms
(0.1 gm resolution)  Auto power-off 
function, pocket size,  used in offices
(letters &  postage),  laboratories,
 jeweller etc. A must for every office 
/ home.   

182

Dig
(0.1
fun
(let

 Miscellaneous
Ready Stock Items

DT 569
Mouse pads with memory foam wrist support 

DT 521 
PU Ultra Thin Mouse Pad

Royal Blue

White

KDLC 602 
  Yo Yo

DTLC 103
 Sand Timer 

port



Pink BlackRedBlue

WN 109

XDDESIGN® Vulcan helps you extinguish small fires in no time. The 1x1m fire blanket is stored in a well designed case
that you can easily hang in your kitchen. This keeps the fire blanket available for immediate duty instead of keeping it in 
a drawer, should a fire break out. Registered design®

 

    

Antoine
France

Designed by :

 XDDESIGN® Opto will help you avoid those annoying moments where you have trouble reading the small letters
 in a restaurant, bank, hotel, or any other place. The timeless design makes reading with glasses trendy again.
 Registered design®  
   

UI 1263

Ryan McSorley
Ireland

Designed by:

Case in PP, blanket in fibre glass. Product is EN 1869 compliant, low cadmium and Azo free. 

UI 1275

XDDESIGN®  Timo can save up to twenty thousand litres of heated water per year by using Timo the eco friendly
shower coach with strong suction cup. You’ll save energy  and reduce your power and water bill at the same 
time! Registered design®    

183

ass. Product is EN 1869 complia

Trend Items

Eco Friendly



Best quality lanyards are available with us in all standard colors and sizes (10 mm, 15mm &20mm).

 Fabric - nylon polyester.
 Clips - alligator and swivel clips
 We can customize lanyards according to customer requirements.

LY 881 LY 886LY 884
(Lanyard with detachable clip)

LY 885

Round Badge Reels # 755 Drop Shape Badge Reels # 801

# 751# 752

# 753

# 754

186

Silver Chrome
 Badge Reels

Square Badge Reels  # 756 # 802 # 803

186

184

803

Lanyards

Badge Reels

Lanyards

ID Card Holders



UI 1316

 Car charger with integrated connectors for android and ios devises. Input DC 12-24V, Output DC: 5V/2A.
 Packed in a white box. 

UI 1214
Dupont Tyvek Larger Sunshade for SUVs

UI 1213
DUPONT TYVEK SUNSHADES Stocks available in original Dupont  Tyvek Sunshades (White) 
with a range of border colours to match logo & print matter 

UI 1212 
Silver / Black Polyester Sunshades

185

212 
yester Sunshades

DUPON
with a 

  Automobile
 Accessories

Red

Navy Blue

Green

Black

Black

Maroon

Royal Blue

Silver Grey

White

UI 1317

All Black

 Rotatable key chain which turns into a single output car adaptor to charge your personal belongings while
 travelling.�Packed in a white box. 

Silver / Black

 Packed in a w



186   Automobile 
  Accessories

MT 356
XDDESIGN® Thor is an emergency Safety Hammer. If you ever need to smash your window, Thor will get you out. 
Registered design®

Safety Hammer

Dual USB Car Charger Seat Belt Cutter

Emergency Torch + Safety Hammer  + Seat Belt Cutter 

@memorii 3 in 1 multifunctional car charger. Consists of dual usb car charger, seat belt cutter and safety hammer. 
MTCC 201 

Seat Belt Cutter

Glass Breaker

 

Safety Hammer +  Usb Car Charger  + Seat Belt Cutter 



UD 773

187  Automobile
 Accessories

Power Bank Car ChargerTorch

4 in 1 device consisting of a 1400 mAh power bank, a car charger, a white light torch and an rapid flashing red  
emergency light. Magnet located at the base ensure that the device can secured to metal surfaces or vehicles to signal
in case of emergencies.  

Emergency red flashing light function 

1400 mAh

2200 mAh

Car Charger Safety Hammer

Seat Belt Cutter Mobile Charger

Torch Light Emergency Light

ITPB 405
@memorii  6 in 1 Multifunctional car charger consisting of a car charger,  2200 mAh power bank, safety hammer,
seat belt cutter, torch and emergency warning light. All the accessories required in emergency use are available in
this compact device. Car charger input 12V~24V USB input 5V/1A USB Output 5V/1A 



SB 1004
Heart Shape Stress Reliever - RedStar Shape Stress Reliever - White

SB 1017

Number 1 Shape Stress Reliever - White

Square Shape Stress Relievers 

SB 1021

Paint Brush shape Stress Reliever 

SB 1023
Capsule Shape Stress Reliever 

Key Shape Stress Reliever - White

SB 1012

188 Stress Relievers

SB 1013

Hte

hite Cap

SB 1002



SB 1003

SB 1001
Round  Shape Stress Relievers

SB 1014
Cricket Ball Stress Reliever - Red

SB 1016

Rugby Ball Shape Stress Reliever

Computer Mouse Shape Stress Reliever - White
SB 1018

Foot Ball Shape Stress Reliever

189Stress Relievers

SB 1001

SB 1020

Thumbs up shape Stress Reliever - White

SB 1022
Container Shape Stress Reliever - White

Crr

er - White

r Thumbs

Conta

Helmet Shape Stress Reliever 
SB 1019

White Yellow



MT 335

190 Multi Utility
High Quality Tools

MT 375

Stainless Steel Multi Tools
( Manufactured in accordance with U.S. Federal and ANSI specifications.)s.)



 

 

  

Antoine
France

Designed by : 

MT 358

Antoine
France

Designed by :Designed by :

191High Quality Multi Tools

16 functions. Registered design® 

XDDESIGN® Tovo Junior is the ultimate pocket knife for the Urban adventurer.The sleek handle in combintion 
with the stainless steel tools provide a complete new look and feel.  The pocket knife has an integrated carabiner 
so it can be conveniently hooked anywhere. With its 10 functions,  no obstacle is too big for this tool.     
Registered design®

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

XDDESIGN® Tovo is the ultimate multitool for the Urban adventurer. The sleek handle in combination with the 
stainless steel tools provide a complete new look and feel. The multitool is supplied with a neoprene pouch and 
carabiner so it can be stored and hooked anywhere. No obstacle is too big anymore with this tool’s elaborate  

MT 354

Grey/Lime Black/Grey

Black/Grey

Grey/Lime

White/blue

Black/Grey

Grey/Lime

White/blue

Black/Grey

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

White/blue

White/blue

Grey/Lime



 

 

MT 327

MT 370
XDDESIGN® Magnum is a high quality 5m/19mm measuring tape in double graduation to measure horizontally 
and vertically and comes with a continuous  auto stop to make your work easier. Registered design®

192 Tools

 



MT 367 

you to hang your light where needed. Registered design®

XDDESIGN®  Lumix is a 1W LED torch in a strong yet elegant aluminum body. This torch is the ultimate
combination of style and function. The silicone sleeve provides protection from scratches and allows

   LED torch with Batteries and pen in gift box 
GS 1201

MT 311
Torch with LED & Pointer light & Clock

MT 338 
Torch Keylight WEEE-compliantK 

193Torches & Sets

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video



KC 1343
Brown

KC 1314

KC 2051KC 2052KC 2055KC 2054

194 Keyrings

Brown Black
KC 2011 KC 2011

KC 2022

KC 1317
(Keyring with clock)

KC 2023 A KC 2023 B KC 2023 C KC 2023 D

KC 2052C 2055

3 KC 131



SBKC 1005
Football stress reliever keyring for
FOOTBALL lovers

KC 2053

MT 338 

Torch Keylight WEEE-compliant

KC 2037

KC 2034KC 2032

203

C 20

KC 2021KC 2020 KC 2026

KC 2025

Smart keyholders with a sim card pocket;
practical, useful, with enough logo space

KC 2024

KC 2033

195  Keyrings

KC 2031



CH 157 

Box: PB 1041 

Box: PB 1041 

Box:  PB 1041 

CH 152

Box: PB 1041 
CH 151

PB 1041

196 Exclusive Business
 Card Holders

SANTHOME Metal cardholder with Genuine grained leather covering. Can hold up to 20 Business Cards. Packed in a
velvet pouch and presented in a textured two piece box.

High Quality, envelope shaped metal cardholder. It can hold up to 25 Business cards. Packed in a texture two piece box.

High Quality metal cardholder that can hold up to 15 Business cards on each side. Now exchange business cards
without mixing them up. One pocket to store your cards and another to store the cards you receive. Stylish, Easy to
Carry and Compact Design.

 High Quality metal cardholder that can hold up to 15 Business cards on each side. Now exchange business cards
 without mixing them up. One pocket to store your cards and another to store the cards you receive. Stylish, Easy
 to Carry and Compact Design.

CH 156 



197Exclusive Business
Card Holders

 CH 153 

Tan

White

Blue

Black

Tan

White

Blue

Black

Red

CH 154  

 Cardholder with an exterior that features attractive stitching and a fine quality
 brushed metal. Can hold up to 20 business cards and ensures that they are
 crisp and pristine when you present them to key contacts or prospects. Packed
 in a black paper box.

Smooth metal cardholder with PU covering. Can hold up to 20 business cards and
ensures that they are crisp and pristine when you present them to key contacts or 
prospects. Packed in a black paper box.



CH 155

198 Exclusive Card 
Holders

This cardholder combines elegance with style and utility. Can hold up to 30 business cards and ensures that they 
are  crisp and pristine when you present them to key contacts or prospects. Packed in an textured two piece box.

Box: PB 1041 

White Leather + Metal gold White leather + Metal SilverBlack leather + Metal Silver

Black Brown

Black Silver

CH 141
Metal Cardholder with matt finish and with PU cover. 
Can hold up to 30 business cards and ensures that 
they are crisp and pristine when you present them to
key contacts or prospects. Packed in a black box.

Metal Cardholder with PU cover. Can hold up to 
20 business cards and ensures that they are 
crisp and pristine when you present them to key
contacts or prospects. Packed in a black box.

CH 116

CH 143
 Matt finish aluminium cardholder with a stylish mesh casing. Can hold up to 20 cards. Packed in a black box.

C
Metal Cardholder wi

 Brown Leather  + Metal gold



199BAGS 

Real Leather Closure

  

  

Scan Below QR 
code to watch

product video

XDDESIGN    No more bags, flaps and zips: this is a backpack in its purest form. Cut from one piece of canvas 
(with water-resistant PEVA coating) and this applies to the straps as well. Making it ultra strong and durable and 
giving this backpack its straightforward appearance. Of course it is very useful! Registered design® 

® 

300D polyester laptop bag for women needing to carry a laptop. Due to the extendable zipper
 

MADE FROM ECO FRIENDLY HIGH QUALITY 
FASHION CANVAS MATERIAL

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly

BGXD 501 - grey
BGXD 502 - blue

BGXD 503
XDDESIGN ® 

 this bag always stays stylish yet practical. PVC free. Registered design® 



RPET 001

200  Recycled
 PET Bags



Royal Blue Navy Blue

201Non Woven
Shopping Bags

Eco Friendly



CT 301

CT 601

Suitable for tablet upto 10”
Cotton case with jute loop

JUCO (JUte + COtton)

JC 401
31 x 27 x 9 cms
Messenger Bag

202

JC 101
35 x 35 x 12 cms
Shopping Bag

Eco Friendly Bags

Cotton Toiletry Pouch

Cotton Tablet Case

CT 301

Eco Friendly



JT 101 

38  x  30  x 12 cms

White
Natural

White Natural

JT 201 

33 x 43 x 15 cms

JT 003

38 x 30 x 12cms

18x8cm

Handle Sizes

7x7cm

10x12cm12x6cm

11x7cm

203Eco Friendly 
Jute Bags

Eco Friendly



JT 602
Jute trendy shopping bag with Cotton Patch

Size: 36 x 34 cm 

Foldable shopping bag
Size: H 28 x W 33 gusset 22 cms

Gift Bag 
Size: H 18 x W 18  x gusset 18 cms

   Easy to carry

JT 50101

 

JT 301

JT 401
30 x 20 cms
 Gift pouch

204

WhiteWhite

Eco Friendly 
Jute Bags

Eco Friendly



CT 001 

CT 001 

Can be customised with full color graphic printing as above

CT 101 

100% Cotton Biodegradable

White Natural

White

adabaa le

205

hite

 Eco Friendly 
Cotton Shopping Bags

Natural

Cotton Shopping Bags Without Gusset

 Shopping Bags With Gusset



CT 501
Cotton wallet with Foldable shopping bag

CT 401
Cotton Draw String Bags

White

206 Eco Friendly
Cotton Bags

CT 501C
th Foldable shopping bag

Natural

Eco Friendly

Eco Friendly
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High quality durable material , easy cleaning
Classy sports backpack

Padded compartment inside for laptop
Separate compartment for sports gear, ball, shoes etc.

16633666207Sports Bags

»
»
»
»
»

High quality nylon material (ideal for sports bags)
Can be carried as backpack or as  shoulder bag
Full waterproof lining inside, high quality tarpouline base
Shoe pouch & net pockets for keeping  socks & accessories 
Ideal sports bag with stylish design & high quality finishing

SB 2001

SN 705

Sports Backpack

Sports Bag



Stylish Slazenger utility gym bag, equipped with a large main compartment, front zippered pocket and a mesh water
bottle container on the front. Size: 45 x 28 x 27 cm   

 Slazenger sports bag made perfect for athletes and sportsmen who need to protect their gear from a muddy field, rainy day
 or wet locker room floor. Multi-utility bag with extra pockets to handle additional sports gear. Size: 50 x 29 x 29 cm   

SLZ Sports Bag

208 SLAZENGER
 Bags

SLZ GYM Bag

Slazenger Sportspersons' rucksack in blue-black combination. Main zippered compartment with media pocket and
ear bud socket. Front  zippered  compartment  with  an  organizational  panel. Size: 47.5 x 32.5 x 15 cm   

SLZ Rucksack



 

 

»
High quality Microfiber material.

 
»

Light weight, Blind stitching
 

» Aluminium fittings

 
» Pockets for mobile, pen & cards

 
» Two compartments - more space

 

 

 
 

209

Light weight, fabric look material
Laptop + Tablet compartment
Aluminium fittings
Suitable for note book upto 15.6”

SN 604

SN 608

Light Weight 
Backpacks

Grey Brown Black



BPSN 901 - black / blue  BPSN 902 - black / red BPSN 903 - black / grey

SANTHOME A lifestyle laptop backpack designed out of high quality materials. The integrated handles, small colour 
details on the outside and matching colour on the inside give the bag a new and fresh style. On the inside there are
padded compartments for your laptop and tablet and many other practical pockets.  

210 Santhome
Backpack



 

211Santhome
Private Workstation

SANTHOME Laptops and tablets have made working possible from anywhere and anytime but sometimes at the cost 
of confidentiality and often pernicious to concentration. Introducing a novel backpack that converts to a private
workstation and carries all your essential tools with pockets to keep your mobile, tablet, laptop charger, notebook, pens etc.  

BPSN 904 



   
    

 

»
»

Material 1680d  
Suitable for notebooks upto 36x 27.4x 4.4 cms   

» 
» 

Side way opening for easy operation
Stylish front panel

 

212 Santhome
Backpacks

»  Material nylon with lamination 
»  Suitable for notebooks upto 36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms 
» Extra soft padding for back

SN 603

SN 606



»  Material heavy two tone grey polyester     
»  Suitable for notebooks upto 36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms    

 

»  PU bottom 
»  Magnetic flap 
»  Multiple file compartments inside    

»  Suitable for notebooks upto 36x 27.4 x 4.4cms 

   

»  Extra soft comfortable shoulder belts 
»  Trendy combination lining  

 

»  Expandable compartment for more space  

213Santhome
Backpacks

SN 601

SN 602



Material - High Quality Nylon
Two separate compartments for laptop & tablet
Suitable for 15.4” laptop & 10” tab. 
Trendy style

214 Santhome
Backpacks

 SN 607

Beige / Grey / Black

Beige / Red / Black

Beige / Royal Blue / Black

 BP 1001



Black / Aqua / GreyBlack / Maroon / Grey

215

BP 1002

Black / Red Black / Silver 

Black / Blue

Black / Green

High Quality 
Backpacks

SH 1001



 

216

BP 1201 

Black / Charcoal / Royal Blue

Large main compartment
Front zipper pocket with organizer inside
Open pocket with buckle
One large padded separate compartment for laptop
Material - 600d  polyester 

W 30  x  H 46  x D 29 cms Separate compartment for laptop

t for laptop

BP 2001

High Quality 
Backpacks

 Black Navy blue



 

  

 
 

217Laptop & 
Tablet Sleeves

»  Made from NBR + polyester 
»  Slip-in Sleeve 

»  Shake resistance   
»
»

 pocket for pen & documents.  
»

    Hand washable, drip dry 
 Sleeve with zipper and additional front  

Foldable handle inside. 

SN 003 

SN 1101

»
»

High quality nylon material
10.1” Tablet Case

»
»
»

  Stylish handle to hold conveniently
Additional slip in pocket for documents

Heavy duty air bubble padding for special protection

»  Slip-in Sleeve 
»  Made from NBR + Polyester
»  Shake resistance   
»  Hand washable, drip dry
»  Sleeve with zipper and additional front  

 pocket for pen & documents.
»  Foldable handle inside.    

SN 004



Light weight, fabric look material
Laptop + Tablet compartment
Aluminium fittings
Suitable for note book upto 15.4”

218 Light Weight Briefcases

»
 High quality Microfiber material.

 

»
 Light weight, Blind stitching

 
» Aluminium fittings
»  Pockets for mobile, pen & cards

SN 103

Separate compartments for laptop & tablet 

SN 105

Grey Brown Black



 

Material High Quality Nylon
Two main compartments for more storage
Suitable for note book up to 15.4”
Separate provision for note book  & tablet
Elegant - magnetic flap in front

219

Exclusive Quality Briefcase with high quality metal zippers
Designer Handle
Suitable for Laptop up to 15.4”
Branding Space
Leather Look 

SN 302

SN 104

Santhome
Briefcases



» Heavy padding inside 
» Metallic finish side buckles  
»
»   Additional separate compartment for tablet

Three shoulder belts to match your trend

 

220

SN 401 

SN 201

3 detachable straps included

Briefcase + Backpack

Santhome
Briefcase

Briefcase & Backpack

 Messenger Briefcase



221

Expandable for more stuff

Material - micro fiber
Laptop compartment for 15.4”

Messenger 
Laptop Bags

 LPT 004

 
Material high density polyester 
Suitable for 13.1" mini note books & tablets  
Double flaps & extra thick padding for extra protection   
 Detachable mobile pouch. 

SN 1201

 

La

Mini Laptop Messenger Bag



 

  

 

 

222 Santhome
Shoulder Bags

»
»

 Material 1680d 
 Shoulder laptop bag

 
»  Suitable for notebooks upto  36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms 
»  Sleek design
»  Trendy single shoulder strap with detachable mobile pouch
»  Multiple pocket options

High Class Tablet - Bag
Stylish Design with Golden Metal Zippers & Fittings
Suitable for Tablets up to 10”
Exclusive Shoulder belt

  SN 1401

SN 501



LPT 006 

  

6621

6615 

  

223 Santhome
Laptop & Office Bags 

SANTHOME Genuine leather Laptop cum office bag with a detachable shoulder strap. Made from high grade leather, this bag has
 comparments to house a mobile phone, laptop, business cards/credit cards and pens. Packed in a non-woven bag.

 SANTHOME  Genuine leather Laptop cum office bag made from high quality grained leather. This stylish bag ensures that you have space
 to keep all the things you need at work! 

SANTHOME  Laptop cum office bag made from a combination of simulated leather and fabric. Compartments on the outer part make
access to useful things easy. It has compartments for laptop, pens, credit cards/business cards, documents and mobile 



224 Santhome
Backpack Trolley

SN 801

SN 803
Material 1680d
Two separate compartments for laptop & tablet 
Provision to keep clothes for travelling
Heavy duty trolley & wheels
Trendy zipper style
Backpack + trolley two option

»  Material 1680d   
»  Suitable for notebooks upto  36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms  
»  More space for other stuff inside  
»  Backpack + trolley two options
»  Heavy padding for back 



»
»

 Material 1680d + PU   
»  Suitable for notebooks upto 36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms   

 »  Two compartment compact design

  

»  Provision to keep clothes for travelling  

 

»  Spacious front pocket with organizer
»  Heavy trolley cart.

»
»

 Material twill polyester + PU  
»  Suitable for notebooks upto 36 x 27.4 x 4.4 cms   

   

»  Multiple compartments for files & documents   
»  Elegant corporate look
»  Heavy trolley cart 

SN 951
Executive Trolley225

SN 901

SN 951

Overnighter Trolley

Executive Trolley

Santhome
Trolley Bags

Executive Trolley

Overnight Trolley



»  High quality nylon material. 
»  4 Wheel Trolley

»  4 Rotating Wheels for easy handling.
»  Multiple Utility Pockets. 
» Provision  to keep clothes for travelling 

  

»
» Suitable for notebook up to 15.6 inches

 Overnighter + Executive Trolley.

Detachable Laptop Cover

226 Santhome
4 Wheel Trolley

SN 981



227 Santhome
Trolley Bag

Folded

High quality trolley Expandable compartment Branding space

Open

TB 1701 

TB 1801

Premium Quality Durable Material
Neatly Crafted with High Quality Metal Zipper 
& Accessories
Full Lining Inside with Padding
High Quality Trolley & Wheels
20” inch - Ideal as cabin hand baggage
Exclusive Handle + shoulder belt

Trolley Bags

20” ( cabin size ) travel luggage trolley
High quality two tone nylon material
Heavy duty wheels & very high quality trolley fitting
Foldable - save space in storage
Soft front with side zipper pockets
Branding space on front strap (ideal gift)



 »  Material - High quality PU 
»  Full lining inside
»  Size: 19 inches
»  Stylish sports bag

» Material - High quality PU  
» Full lining inside
» Laptop compartment Suitable for notebook

 up to 14 inches 
 

 

» Trendy design

228

SB 2102

Santhome 
PU Bags

SN 403 

Messenger Laptop Bag

Sports Bag



Petrol Grey / Navy Blue

Black/RedBlack

Black & Grey

Red & Black

Royal Blue &  Black

Navy blue & Grey

Beige / Navy Blue Navy Blue /Beige  

Red / Black

TB 1501

 

229  Budget Bags

 3139 

Foldable Round Bag

Trolley Bag



 

Black/Red

Navy Blue

Petrol Grey / Navy Blue

Beige / Navy Blue

Black

 Red/ Black

Petrol Grey / Black

Royal Blue / Black

230

3134

Black/Grey

Picnic Food Carrier

Foods safety material
Easy to carry 
Party bag with party container & tray
Aluminium foil & insulation inside to keep cool / hot.

»
»
»
»

SN 5101

Capacity: 6800 ml

  Budget Travel Bags



Red

Grey

 

Freeze It : Store in freezer for “ready anytime” 

Perfect for Lunches, Picnics and More
Freeze Again and again
Folds Flat to save freezer space
Keeps food, beverages cold & fresh upto 6 hrs

»
»
»
»

SANTHOME LUNCH BAGS ARE EASY TO USE !4 hrs 6 hrs

Insulated
Cooler Bag

Santhome Cooler 
with gel ice packs

Gel Ice Pack

Zip It: Ready in seconds. Just zip bottom
panel, add food or beverages, zip top and
you’re off.

Enjoy !  Gel ice pack keeps food, beverages
cold and fresh up to six hours ( longer than
other coolers).

STA
YS COOL WITH

SANT HOME
FOR

Food Safety material    PECA Lining    Gel Ice Mat Inside    Reusable

Gel ice pack inside

Gel ice pack inside

Freeze it !!

Freeze it !!

231

Red

Santhome
Cooler Bags

Fold the Santhome Lunch Bag using the fastener strip to
 take up less space in your freezer. 

»

»
»

»

Place the Santhome Lunch Bag in the freezer overnight.
In the morning, unfold the Santhome Lunch Bag and 
pack your lunch.
Your lunch will stay cool and fresh for up to
9 hours

SN 5002

12 Can

SN 5001



PMT 001 PMT 001
Navy Blue Grey Foldable Haj - Umrah Set 

Prayer Mat

String Backpack

Foldable Bag

Sleeper Bag

232 Miscellaneous Items 

FO 001

CD 001

FC 001

FC 002

CD 002CD 002

File Cases & Folders

Islamic Gifts

CD Cases



Kindergarten School bags

BP 012

BP 008

BP 011

PCH 002

PCH 001

BP 002

BP 015BP 016

233Customised
Back to School Items

BP 010



SH 002SH 001

SH 004 SH 006

SH 003

SH 008SH 007

18
0

18
088 234  Customised Shoulder 

/ Body Hug Bags



SB 012SB 011

SB 013SB 008

SB 010

235Customised 
Travel & Sports Bag

SB 004



MB 002

MB 003

MB 001

Executive Bag With Laptop & Tablet Pocket

236 Customised
Office Bags

MB 004

MB 006

EX 004

EX 001

Material: 1680D + PU

EX 005
Material: 600DMaterial: 600D

Material: Microfibre
EX 002

LP 101LP 501
Laptop Shoulder Bag

Laptop Bags

Documents Bags

Messenger  bags



Cosmetic Pouch

CB 003 A CB 004 A

CB 701 A

Foldable string bag 
+ Cooler bag

DF 002 A CP 501 A
WP 001WP 001 A

WP 001WP 002 A

WP 003 A

CP 002 A

  

CP 003 A

CB 001 A CB 502 A

237Customised
Bags

Cooler Bags

Duffle Bag

String Bag First Aid Kit

Wallet Waist Pouches

Pizza Delivery Box Cosmetic Pouch

ST 003 A

WW



Travel kit

Car kit A

Sports kit bag

Spare wheel cover

Available in Indian & Korean rexines
are wheel cover

Bean bag 

WC 001 WC 002

 

(Indian) (Korean)

238 More Ideas...
for your BRAND

Tool kit pouch A



239

FO - 002 FO - 003

FO - 004 FO - 005

Customised
PU Folders



240 Customised
PU Collections

Jewellery Box Certificate Holder

Memo Pad Warranty Card

PU Key Chains
KC 001 KC 101 KC 102



241

TB - 101

BF - 001

Menu Holder

BF - 002

Coaster

Tissue Boxes

Bill Folders

TB - 102

Customised
PU Collections

Hospitality Products



242
Customised

I Pad holder

Ladies wallet 

Men’s Wallet Business Card Holder Credit Card Holder

Ladies wallet with mobile pocket 

Travel Wallet

PU Travel Accessories



243

A 

C 

B 

DIY (Design it yourself)
Customization



The brands used in the images are for representation purpose  only & belong to their respective brand owners.

NAWRAS RNT for Kids NAWRAS Polos for Kids
Buttonless placket polo with logo 
identical color strips running over 
sleeves and back .

RNT is 180 gsm. Logo identity strips all 
around the body .

Men’s Solid shirt 

Formal modern fit  
PV pleated trousers 

 Oxford Ladies 
shirt

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Formal shirts and trousers 
in various colours, fabric qualities, 

designs can be made customized to 
the need of the industry. 

Shirts come in plains and oxfords.
Trousers come in  PV, PC and cotton. 

244 Customized kids
Promotional wear

ng to their respective brand owners.

-----------
Customized
Formal wear



The brands used in the images are for representation purpose only & belong to their respective brand owners.

Sapil Italia ladies 

OYRC Carrier

245Customized
Trendy wear



SENSODYNE - Array

Tang - Lemon Tang - White-Lemon

Various Trendy styles can be created with decoration by print and embroidery. Your special design can be created as per demand.
Fabric suggestions : 100 % Cotton, Polymesh, Dryncool, ADF etc. 

Pantone matching items can be produced aganist MOQ requirments.

Clock

246 Customized
Trendy wear



Leader

Topper Winner

8

Triumph

8

247 Customized
Active Wear



The brands used in the images are for representation purpose only & belong to their respective brand owners.

Foot ball league Tshirt
by Special Quality Printing

Cricket set

Amazing trendy sportswear of high quality can be produced using ADF, Polymesh or
special materials. Branding by special quality printing is also possible against MOQ requirements.

Basket ball set

248 Customized
Active Wear



249



Fattorino

High vis polo in polymesh
Elton cargo pant in cotton.

FATTORINO Messenger Uniforms Set :
Polycot Multi panel shirt with black Polycot trousers.
Smart uniforms that will also deliver your identity!

250 Customized
Work Wear



Bullet PaddyPaddy

SANTHOME WORKWEAR are customized for workshops and showrooms as smart outfits meeting 
exacting stds of quality and performance. # PADDY has provision for knee pads for extra protection 
at work. 100% cotton or polycot fabric will meet client requirements of comfort and utility.

BULLET : 100% cotton Twill. Graphics printed panels on front, sides and back. Bottom opening with ribs! 
Trendy styles with comfort in mind. Astronaut collars. Reflective tapes on sleeves. Padded knee area. 

251Customized
   Coveralls



The brands used in the images are for representation purpose only & belong to their respective brand owners.

1 0 0 % c o t t o n T w i l l C a r g o S h o r t s 

T w i l l C a r g o S h o r t s 

a r e i d e a l f o r 
 w o r king i n t h e h o t a n d h u m i d c l i m a t e o f t h e r e g i o n . 
T h e b r a n d i n g c a n b e d o n e o n t h e s i d e p o c k e t f l a p s . 

Elton cargo 
pant Denim pant 

Brooklyn shirt

. 

100% cotton Denim Pants are best for work.
The long lasting denim (Jeans, as called popularly)
will become more with every wash.comfortable

BROOKLYN Shirt in 100% cotton twill has excellent resilience
to every day wash and wear. Two patch pockets with button
through flaps on front and a pen slot on sleeves.
Epaulets on shoulder. Ideal for drivers and as Security uniforms
Co -ordinated ELTON cargo Pants in 100% cotton Chinos are
a smart uniform for staff.

252 Customized
Work Wear



CNAQ Jacket

Sailing jacket

DCA jacket

100% cotton twill reporter jacket with
various pockets for multiple use.

Sleeveless jackets with turn-up collar.
Lined with polar fleece for light winter comfort.

Sleeveless jacket in polar fleece with 2 front and full opening
zippers.High neck collars when zippers are pulled up.

Urban Jacket

100% polyester soft micro jacket with
fleece lining are ideal for light winters
in an urban environment.

253Customized
Winter Jackets



The brands used in the images are for representation purpose only & belong to their respective brand owners.

Heavy Jacket Sony jacket

Array Jacket
in Tetron

100% micro polyester simple tefetta lined jacket.
Snap button closures. Original YKK zippers add
value to the performance and quality.

100% heavy polyeter soft micro jacket with multiple
pockets with zipper and snap button opening.
Long jackets. Lined with heavy fleece.
Subtle contrasts make it trendy and functional.

100% polyester jacket. Flashy Tetron is an ideal material for  casual jackets . The inner lining can be polymesh
or polar fleece or both. The sides are printed with graphics giving it a very sporty look

254 Customized
Winter Jackets



 

  Every microfibre tie comes with matching kerchief, in tin box packing, with tie material     w a   tr pped on he box as shown below;
  a desirable gift set!  

109 116 103 124 110 

105 111 130 113

255
High Quality Tie & 
Handkerchief Set in

 Box Packing

107

121108

123



256 MERCERIZED GOLF POLO Shirts
ORCA[i]



257[i]
The Grand Buck collection
HIGHLANDER

Polo shirts for adults & kids



258 GOLF POLOS
Limited Edition



BDNC

259DRYNCOOL
Basic Polo Shirts



260

DRYNCOOL
Polo Shirts with Stripes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DRY N COOL Basic polo with a touch of elegance by adding woven stripes around the neckband & placket
Item : SDNC  |  Content : Dryncool fabric  l  Measurement : Gulf  |  Sizes Available : S, M, L, XL, XXL

EDNC

--------------------

DRYNCOOL
Exclusive Quality Polo Shirts

Trendy embossed
buttons

DTagless label Side slits with bartackA B CPlacket & collar
band in stripes

SDNC - Black / White Stripes



261[i]ALL DAY FRESH
Polo Shirts



MACY

262 Exclusive Quality 2ply 100%
Cotton Polo Shirts



263Exclusive Quality 2ply 100% Cotton

REGLAN Polo Shirts



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P

Navy

Pique knit of 100% combed cotton. GSM: 200-220. Reglan sleeves. 1 x 1 Flat knit rib collar. Contrast coloured piping 
on reglan sleeves.  2 Button placket with engraved tone on tone buttons.  Self fabric necktape. Slazenger embroi-
dery on backside.  Embroidered main label at inside halfmoon.  Compliance: AZO, Formaldehyde, PCP, Uses

Ace Jacquard Polo with Bamboo
2 Tone fabric of 65% polyester and 35% rayon nanobon. 2 Button placket with embossed 

264 Polo Shirts

Bamboo Navy

Red Black White Navy

Colours in Ready Stock*

non-carcinogenic dyestuff, APEO.

buttons. 1 x1 flat knit rib collar. Necktape. Slide slits/ PGA tour print at the sleeve. S-XXL

Slazenger Polo Shirts

PGA Tour Polo Shirts



100% Cotton long sleeve shirt with DuPont Teflon fabric
protector.Breathable, Durable, Safe, Gentle fabric with  
Oil repellance & Stain resistance. 

Black Cream 

White 

Gre

Polo Shirts- 100% cotton 
 short sleeve  

cotto n 
e

265Leisure & 
Corporate Wear

Grey

Navy Blue



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Colours in Ready Stock*

*  Printing Limitations prevent exact fabric and color representation.
    The shades in the lots may differ due to lot-to-lot variations.
    The difference is no more than internationally accepted norms of the garment trade.

Sky BlueOrangeRoyal Blue Black Beige

White Navy Blue

Red

Red

Sky Blue

B-GreenE-Green Pink Maroon

YellowGrey Melange

Item : SELECT 18O |  GSM : 180 gsm | Content : 100 % cotton 
Sizes Available : S, M, L, XL, XXL

Regular round neck t-shirts for mass distribution 

Colours in Ready Stock*

WhiteBlackE-Green Cream Yellow

RedAsh MelangeMaroon Navy Blue Gray Melange

Item : SAILOR POLO |  GSM : 220 gsm | Content : 100 % cotton 
Sizes Available : S, M, L, XL, XXL

Regular pique polo for mass distribution 

OrangeSky BlueRoyal Blue B-Green

------------------------------

reen

ion.

s of the garment trade.

YellYY ow

266 Cotton T-Shirts

Regular Polo Shirts

Economy RNT Shirts



267BIO - ONE80
Quality T- Shirts



268   GIORDANO
Wrinkle Free Corporate Shirts



100% Acrylic 

Cashmere  like

Sweater for winter, autumn & spring

Subtle embossed
grommets

Kangaroo pockets.

Inner hood in contrast

contrast Zippers and
drawstrings

A

C D

B

Item : SANTHOME IGLOO collection – Hoodies
Content : 
Measurement : Gulf  |  Sizes Available : S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

SANTHOME IGLOO Collection Hoodies are made from high 

warm. The outer is plain and smooth.  Contrasting Trims add to 
the elegance. Kangaroo pockets that keep your hands cozy. 

These hoodies make a perfect outdoor must have!

Hoody with zipperNavy Black

Hoody without zipperNavy Black

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item : SANTHOME IGLOO collection – Hoodies
Content :

269

------------

Hoody without zipperH d i BB

IGLOO COLLECTION
Hoodies

SANTHOME
Sweaters

*  Printing Limitations prevent exact fabric and color representation.
    The shades in the lots may differ due to lot-to-lot variations.
    The difference is no more than internationally accepted norms of the garment trade.



Bottle Green 

Maroon 

Black with Red sandwich 

Navy Blue 

White with 
Black sandwich 

Light Grey with 
Navy blue peak 

and Grey sandwich    

Lih G i h 

White with 
Royal Blue sandwich 

Black 

Cream with  
Maroon sandwich 

Orange with 
Black sandwich 

Pink with 
Purple sandwich 

Navy Blue with 
Grey sandwich 

White 

   Black with  
Grey sandwich 

Grey G 

Cream 

Red with 
White sandwich 

270 High Quality Heavy
Brushed Cotton Caps



271

White with 
 Green peak  

Purple Maroon 

Emarati Green Red 

Sunvisor 
Red 

D. Green 

Golden Yellow Navy Blue Beige 

Royal Blue Sky Blue 

Grey Orange White 

White with 
Navy blue peak 

White with 
Black peak 

White with 
Red peak 

Maroon with 
White peak 

White with 
Royal blue peak 

White with 
Maroon peak 

Black 

Quality Brushed
 Cotton Caps

y



White/Navy Blue sandwich 
Black/White sandwich

 

 White/Red 

Formaldehyde-compliant 

AZO - compliant 

Formmaldehyde-compliant

272 High Quality
Sports Caps

Slazenger 6 Panel Cool Fit Cap

SANTHOME Performance / Sports Caps

 White/Maroon  White/Pink 

White/ Navy Blue White/Royal Blue 

SC 101



Black/White sandwich

   Grey / Black sandwich

 Red/Black sandwich 

Cream / Black sandwichNavy blue/White sandwich

273SANTHOME Deluxe pique mesh spandex fitted cap
SANTHOME

Performance / Sports Caps

Navy blue/White sandwich

SANTHOME logo spandex  sweat band . 
100% Poly  deluxe  pique  mesh . 
Buckram & pre-curved sandwich  bill . 
High quality  equivalant  of top brands . 

» 
» » 
» 
» 

SC 105



White / Royal Blue sandwich  White / Red sandwich  

White / Navy Blue sandwich   

Black / Red sandwich  

Black / Grey sandwich 

Navy/ Red sandwich Navy Blue / Grey sandwich 

Black / Orange sandwich  

y y

Black / Orange sandwich

Black / Grey sandwich

White / Maroon sandwich  

274  Hans Larsen
Sportsman Caps



PAGE NO.A - Z

@memorii USB Flash Memory Sticks / Drives

@memorii Automobile Technology  Gadgets 
@memorii Headphones & Speakers

186-187

22,23,25
@memorii Technology Watches & Activity Trackers 20-21

31
13,15-17,19,25,27

160-161

199, 209-216
230 - 231
202, 205-206
221
232-238
199-206
 48
202-204
36-38,41,83,126,153,207,209-223,228
220-221,228
201
140, 218-220, 223
232
233
200-206
222
207-208, 228
206
227,229-230
224-227

   3

AIRLINE GIFT       
20-21ACTIVITY TRACKERS      

BAGS

    

 Backpacks      
 Cooler bags       
 Cotton Shopping bags     
 Conference bags      
 Customized bags      
 Eco Friendly bags      
 Garment Bag      
 Jute Shopping bags     

 Laptop & Tablet Bags  / Cases  
 Messenger bags      
 Non Woven Shopping bags     
 Office bags      
 Prayer mat bags      
  School bags (Customised )    
 Shopping bags      
 Shoulder bags      
 Sports bags      
 String bags      
 Travel bags      
 Trolley bags      

BALMAIN 
         Folders        
 Gift Sets       
 Ladies Mobile Phone Case     

 
 Pens       

BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS & CREDIT CARD HOLDERS  
BLANKET  

CALCULATORS       
CAMERA LENS       
CAPS        
CAR REQUISITES / RELATED        
CD HOLDER/CASE      
CLOCKS        
COASTERS       
COMPASS       

       
       CUSTOMIZED ITEMS:

Bags       
Coveralls & Workwear     
Diaries 

 Polo Shirts & T-Shirts      
 Promoclips - Made in The Netherlands      

 Sporting Goods
Sportswear      

 Uniforms      
 Winter-Wear      

DESKTOPS & DESKSETS                                                                                     
DIARIES        
DRINKWARE       
DRY N COOL   

Polo Shirts & T-shirts

      

Caps

71

@memorii Power Banks 

76
120
154
100-102

182
66,127-129,146,148-150,158,196-198
175
20,39
270-274
51,54,56,160,185-187
48,158
159,165-167,170-174
176
164

232-238
250-252
89-91
243-246
177

 PU & like articles      239-242
180
247-249
244,250-252
253-254

40, 65, 160-174
89-91
25, 50-63,156-157

257,259-261

272-273

PAGE NO.
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ECO-FRIENDLY GIFTS/ARTICLES
199-206
50-51, 58-61

110
147

110
147

42, 56-57, 114-126, 130-143, 156-157

178-179, 256, 258, 264

270-271, 274
51, 53, 59, 62

40

22

164, 232
5-42, 79, 96
123, 194-195
151-154

48, 158
122-123
103
265
158-159
48
155
184

15, 26-27

140, 223

122-123, 130-143
123, 194

151-152

123, 127-128,139-150
142
45, 147

143

44-45, 143
49

150

127-129, 144-149

181-183

74-75
159,182

50, 52-54, 56, 62-63

43

84-88

27-28, 92-113

127-128, 146, 148-150, 196 
77, 87, 139-141, 147

36-38, 41, 83, 126, 153, 207, 209-223, 228

268

202-206
64-65, 68-70
36-37, 41, 66-67, 76-83, 139-141, 147
63, 180,195,207

66-67

Bags
Drinkware
Leather
Pens

Pens

8-13Solar Chargers

Folders, Organisers           
econeutral

 Shopping Bags      
 Stationeries & Note Books           
FOLDERS       
FOOTBALL RELATED ARTICLES     
GIFT SETS     
GIORDANO SHIRTS      
GOLF ACCESSORIES & SHIRTS     
HANS LARSEN

Caps      
Mugs/Drinkware           

           
ISLAMIC GIFTS            

HEAD PHONES         
269HOODIES         

IDAPT SPAIN DESKTOP CHARGERS        

IT MOBILE MULTIMEDIA GADGETS / ACCESSORIES         

5-42, 79, 96MOBILE, IT, MULTIMEDIA GADGETS / ACCESSORIES 

KEYHOLDERS                   
LADY GIFTS       

LAMBORGHINI
CD Holder/Case   
Gift Sets   
Pens
Shirts & Polos
Silver

    Travel
    Watches    

LANYARDS & ACCESSORIES   
LAPTOP  & TABLET BAGS / CASES    
LASER POINTERS    
LEATHER ARTICLES (GENUINE LEATHER )

Bags & Briefcases

Credit Cards Cases
123Belt

  Folders & Organisers        
 Gift Sets

Keyholders
Ladies Wallet
Men’s Articles
Mobile Phone Cases
Passport Covers
Shoe Requisites Kit

  Sim Holders
37Tablet Portfolios

Travel Wallets & Luggage Tags    

MEN’S WALLETS   

MOLESKINE NOTEBOOKS   

LUGGAGE MATE - LUGGAGE BELT WITH WEIGHT SCALE 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS     

MOUSE PADS      
MUGS        

NECK PILLOW ( TRAVEL)        
68-75NOTEBOOKS      

ORGANISERS       

PENS        
92-95

Real Leather  Articles

OTTO HUTT MADE IN GERMANY PRECIOUS WRITING INSTRUMENTS 



PAGE NO.A - Z
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PGA TOUR  GOLF SHIRTS   179, 264
PHILIPS POWER BANKS   6

POLAROID CAMERA LENS 20

92-95, 158-159

170
108-113

103

5-19,  24-25, 27
243, 256-266

64-65, 142

177

272-273

44, 121, 126, 156-157, 130-143
126, 209-214, 217-223, 228
77, 87, 127-128, 130-152, 196, 223

104-105
256-263

207, 228, 256, 258
255

47

20, 39

14, 23

208
272
56
264
155
8-13

23-25

178-180
207-208, 228
188-189

185
118

227, 229 -230
44-45,48,143
224-227

173

25, 55, 58-62
165
238
269
20-21, 43, 181

186
50-52, 54-55, 57-59

153, 183, 199
22, 24, 26-28, 34-37, 41-42

96-99

183, 186
8-12
71
191-193

167
46

26, 33
102,110-113

43,45-49

48, 181
269
266-267
60-61
255
190-193

PHOTOFRAMES      
PLASTIC PENS      

PLATIGNUM PENS FROM U.K.    

POWER BANKS & CHARGERS
POLO SHIRTS      

PROMOCLIPS - Made in The Netherlands  
SANTHOME 

Caps
156-157Drinkware (Italian )

Gift Sets
Laptop & Tablet
Leather Gifts 

72-73Notebooks
Pens
Polo Shirts 
Sports 
Ties ( Neck)
Travel Adapter  

224-227Trolley Bags

265SHIRTS       

SELFIE LENS     
25SELFIE STICKS    

SLAZENGER
Bags  
Caps     
Drinkware    
Polo Shirts        

   Watches      

SPEAKERS      
SOLAR CHARGERS    

SPORTS BAGS      
STRESS RELIEVERS     

181SUNGLASSES     
SUNSHADES      
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS (IN PEN)   

SWEATERS      
T-SHIRTS (Round Neck)    
TACX BIO-BOTTLES     
TIES (NECK)        
TOOLS & TORCHES     
TRAVEL  ACCESSORIES / GADGETS   
TRAVEL BAGS      
TRAVEL WALLETS & LUGGAGE TAGS   
TROLLEY BAGS      
TROPHIES & AWARDS     
TSA  LOCKS      
UMA PENS FROM GERMANY    
USB FLASH MEMORY STICKS / DRIVES   
WALL CLOCKS      

WATER BOTTLES    
155WATCHES      

WEATHER STATION     
WHEEL COVERS     
WINTER WEAR   
WELLNESS & OUTDOORS   
XDDESIGN  

POCKET NOTEPADS

AUTOMOBILE ARTICLES 
DRINKWARE

LIFESTYLE
IT MOBILE & MULTIMEDIA

PENS
7-12POWER BANKS

SAFETY
SOLAR CHARGERS
STATIONERIES & NOTEBOOKS
TOOLS & TORCHES

45
26-28
181

TRAVEL
USB MEMORY STICKS
YOGA RELATED 

SPORTING ACCESSORIES

SWISS PEAK OUTDOORS & TRAVEL 
114-119SWISS HIGHLANDER GIFT SETS



278 Symbols
 & Meaning

reSound    materialTM

Bamboo

Eco Friendly

PVC free

Recycled PET

Battery

Music Related

Geniune Leather

Recycle

Microphone

Bluetooth Enabled Camera Accessory

Leak-proof

Double Wall

How to use QR Codes ?

Step 1: Go to PLAY STORE ( For Android users ) or Apple Store ( Iphone Users) & Download the QR code reader
app ( Icon as below ) 

Step 2: Launch the downloaded QR code reader app & position your mobile device in such a way that the edges 
of the QR code fits the boundries indicated  on the screen.  

Step 3: The code will be scanned by the aap & a beep will be heard following which a link open approval will be
prompted. Click OK & you will be directed to  the webpage whose address is embeded in the QR code.  
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